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By Connnittee on Judiciary and Representative Becker
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to probate; amending s.

732.108(2), Florida Statutes, providing that
p aternity may be established for persons born
out of wedlock by written acknowledgment of the
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 732.108, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
732.108

Adopted persons and persons born out of

wedlock.-(2)

For the purpose of intestate succession in cases

not covered by subsection (1), a person born out of wedlock is
a lineal descendant of his mother and is one of the natural
kindred of all members of the mother's family.

The person is

also a lineal descendant of his father and is one of the
natural kindred of all me�bers of the father's family, if:
(a)

The natural parents participated in a marriage

ceremony before or after the birth of the person born out of

22

wedlock, even though the attempted marriage is void; o�

24

adjudication before or after the death of the father 71-.£.!_

23

0, Q)
-.512s
� l
0 26
UJ
U)

f ather; providing an effective date.

27

(b)
(c)

The paternity [of the father] is established by an
The paternity of the father is acknowledged in

writin9__.QY the father.
Section 2. This act shall take effect July 1, 1977.
*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

Provides that a person born out of wedlock is a lineal
descendant of his father and is one of the natural
kindred of all members of the father's family if the
p aternity of the father is acknowledged in writing by the
f ather.
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2

An act relating to probate; amending s.

732.108(2), Florida Statutes, providing that
p aternity may be established for persons born

5

out of wedlock by written acknowledgment of the

6

f ather; providing an effective date.
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By Committee on Judiciary and Representative Becker
A bill to be entitled
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 732.108, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
732.108

Adopted persons and persons born out of

wedlock.-(2)

For the purpose of intestate succession in cases

not covered by subsection (1), a person born out of wedlock is
a lineal descendant of his mothP.r and is one of the natural
kindred of all members of the mother's family.

The person is

also a lineal descendant of his father and is one of the
natural kinored of all me�bers of the father's family, if:
{a)

The natural parents participated in a marriage

ceremony before or after the birth of the person born out of
wedlock, even though the attempted marriage is void; or
(b)

The paternity [of the father] is established by an

adjudication before or after the death of the father 7; or
(c)

The paternity of the father is acknowledged in

writin� the father.
Section 2. This act shall take effect July 1, 1977.
*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

Provides that a person born out of wedlock is a lineal
descendant of his father and is one of the natural
kindred of all members of the father's family if the
p aternity of the father is acknowledged in writing by the
father.
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HB 2109

By Committee on Judiciary
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to estates of decedents;
3

repealing s. 731.108, Florida Statutes,

4

relating to waiver by interested party;

5

amending s. 731.110, Florida Statutes,

6

providing that caveat proceedings apply to any
person;
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amending s. 731.301 (1) (cl and (2) (bl,
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Florida Statutes, providing for a verified
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clarification as to who may waive any right or

12

notice, and consent to actions or proceedings
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16

0 17

under the Florida Probate Code; amending s.
731.303(2) and (4), Florida Statutes, providing
order binding a sole holder or all coholders of
a general power of appointment binds others:
providing when notice must be given: amending
s. 732.106, Florida Statutes, providing that

18
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heirs, instead of issue, conceived before but
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born after decedent's death may inherit;
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amending s. 732.205, Florida Statutes,
providing for elimination of reference to dower
rights; amending s. 732.301(1), Florida
Statutes, providing for waiver and clarifying
marriage contract to be a prenuptial or
postnuptial agreement; amending s. 732.402,

27

Florida Statutes, providing that exempt

28

property rights have priority over all claims

29

other than a perfected security interest in

30

exempt property; amending s. 732.502(1),

31

Florida Statutes, providing method for testator
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and witnesses to execute a will; amending s.
2

732.503, Florida Statutes; providing that, in

3

the self-proof of will oath, the undersigned

4

declares that the testator signed in the

5

presence of witnesses; providing for the notary

6

seal; amending s. 732.505, Florida Statutes,
providing for revocation by a subsequent

8

inconsistent codicil; amending s. 732. 702(1),

9

Florida Statutes, providing which rights may be

10

waived; amending s. 732.801(2), (3), (5) and (6),

11

Florida Statutes, providing what may be

12

disclaimed; providing that if ordered by the

13

court, a guardian shall record a disclaimer;

14

providing that a disclaimer shall relate from

15

when recorded for purposes of disposition of

16

disclaimed interests; providing for time for

17

recording disclaimer instead of filing;

18

providing waiver or bar to disclaim if

19

beneficiary has disposed of property before

20

recording disclaimer; amending s. 732.803(1),

21

Florida Statutes, providing when a charitable

22

devise can be avoided if lineal descendants or

23

a spouse files a notice instead of specified

24

persons; amending s. 733.103, Florida Statutes,

25

providing the probate of a will in Florida

26

shall be conclusive of certain facts; amending

27

s. 733.109(1), Florida Statutes, providing that

28

any interested person may petition for

29

revocation befor� final discharge; providing

30

for proper statutory references; amending s.

31

733.202(3), Florida Statutes, providing for
2
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clarification as to what the petition shall
2

contain; amending s. 733.203(1), Florida

3

Statutes, providing for proper statutory

4

reference; amending s. 733.301(5), Florida

5

Statutes, providing when a person with a higher

6

preference may have letters revoked and granted
to him; amending s. 733.303, Florida Statutes,
providing that if a personal representative in

9

a will is not qualified, letters shall be

10

granted as provided in s. 733.301, Florida

11

Statutes; amending s. 733.401(3), Florida

12

Statutes, providing that mistaken noncompliance

13

with certain requirements is not

14

jurisdictional; amending s. 733.402(1), Florida

15

Statutes, providing clarification by changing

16

requirements to requirement; amending s.

17

733.502, Florida Statutes, providing for

18

clarification that acceptance of resignation

19

shall not exonerate the personal

20

representative; amending s. 733.507, Florida

21

Statutes, providing procedure for appointment

22

of a successor personal representative when a

23

personal representative has resigned or has

24

been removed; amending s. 733.602(1), Florida

25

Statutes, providing that the personal

26

representative shall administer the estate for

27

the best interests of interested persons, not

28

merely beneficiaries; amending s. 733.607,

29

Florida Statutes, providing that the personal

30

_representative shall not take possession of the

31

homestead; amending s. 733.608, Florida
3
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Statutes, providing that the personal
2

representative shall control all real and

3

personal property except the homestead;

4

amending s. 733.611, Florida Statutes,

5

providing clarification as to what a person

6

dealing with a personal representative does not
have to inquire about; amending s. 733.612,

8

Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement, providing

9

for proper statutory reference; amending s.

10

733.619(1) and (3), Florida Statutes, providing

11

for clarification as to when a personal

12

representative is individually liable; amending

13

s. 733.701, Florida Statutes, providing for

14

proper statutory reference; amending s.

15

733.705(4), Florida Statutes, providing that no

16

interest shall be paid or allowed on a claim

17

until the expiration of 5 calendar months from

18

first publication of the notice of

19

administration; amending s. 733.707, Florida

20

Statutes, providing for order of payment of

21

expenses and obligations, not claims; amending

22

s. 733.710, Florida Statutes, providing for a

23

3-year limitation against actions if no letters

24

have been issued in Florida within 3 years from

25

death of decedent; providing exception to

26

recorded liens and lien of person in possession

27

of personal property; providing no effect on

28

right to foreclose or enforce mortgage or lien;

29

amending s. 733.802(1), Florida Statutes,

30

providing when a beneficiary can compel payment

31

of devises or distributive interest; amending
4
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s. 733.808(2), Florida Statutes, providing
death benefits shall be paid to the trust upon
admission of will to probate; amending s.
4

733.809, Florida Statutes, providing for

5

clarification that right of retainer refers to

6

beneficiary not distributee; providing for
permissible offset of noncontingent

8

indebtedness; amending s. 733.810(2), Florida

9

Statutes, providing clarification as to when a

10

personal representative shall satisfy the

11

devise in kind; adding subsection (3) to said

12

section, providing that with consent, the

13

personal representative may distribute assets

14

non-pro rata among beneficiaries; amending s.

15

733.817(1), Florida Statutes, providing that

16

tax shall be charged to corpus and not

17

apportioned between temporary and remainder

18

interests when a residuary interest is interest

19

in income or an estate for years or for life or

20

other temporary interest; amending s.

21

733.901(1), Florida Statutes, providing

22

clarification that the petition is a petition

23

for discharge; amending s. 734.102(2)(bl and

24

(3), Florida Statutes, providing that copies of

25

letters and the petition for letters must be

26

filed; providing that if the will and codicils

27

comply with s. 732.502(1) or (2), Florida

28

Statutes, the court shall admit the will and

29

any

30

and (2), Florida Statutes, providing that in

31

testate estate of nonresident decedent,

codicils to record; amending s. 734.103(1)

5
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domiciliary personal representative must file
t ranscript showing order admitting will to

'

p robate; providing for clarification of
statutory reference, amending s. 734.104,
Florida Statutes, providing for munirrent of

6

title involving foreign will of nonresident
devising real property in Florida; providing

8

that copy of petition for probate and order

9

admitting it to probate may be admitted to

10

record, not probate, in this state; providing

11

that wills and codicils heretofore recorded in

12

the circuit court whether admitted by order or

13

not, shall be valid and effectual to pass title

14

to real property; providing the record or a

15

certified transcript shall be presumptive

16

evidence of authority of any person authorized

17

by a will to convey or dispose of any real

18

property; amending s. 735.107 (3) (d) and (e),

19

Florida Statutes, providing clarification as to

20

that property which is still liable after order

21

of family administration; creating s. 735.2055,

22

Florida Statutes, providing that a petition for

23

summary administration may be filed any time

2,

the estate qualifies; amending s. 735. 206 (3) (d)

25

and (e), Florida Statutes, providing

26

clarification as to that property which is

V

still liable after order of summary

28

administration; amending s. 735. 209 (2), Florida

29

Statutes, providing clarification that notice

30

.of the petition for summary administration

31

gives notice of the hearing; amending s.
6
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735.301(1), Florida Statutes, providing
clarification as to what property may be
disposed of under disposition without
4

administration; amending s. 735.302(1) (a),

5

Florida Statutes, providing for refund of taxes

6

in certain cases on a verified application;
providing an effective date.

8
9

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10
11

Section 1.

Section 731.108, Florida Statutes, as

12

created by chapter 75-220, Laws of Florida, is hereby

13

repealed.

14
15

Section 2.

Section 731.110, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

16

731.110

17

(!)

Caveat; proceedings.--

If any stete-egeney-whieh-±s-e creditor of the

18

estate of a decedent is apprehensive that an estate, either

19

testate or intestate, will be administered without his ±ts

20

knowledge, or if any person other than a creditor eenefieiery

21

is apprehensive that an estate may be administered or that a

22

will may be admitted to probate without his knowledge, he stteh

23

egeney-or-person may file a caveat with in the eirettit court.

24

(2)

No caveat shall be effective unless it contains a

25

statement of the interest of the caveator in the estate, the

26

name and specific residence address of the caveator, and, if

27

the caveator, other than a state agency, is a nonresident of

28

the county, the �dditional name and specific residence address

29

of some person residing in the county, designated as the agent

30

egeney of the caveator, upon whom service may be made.

31

the-£iling-o£-seme,-the-eirettit-;ttdge-she¼l-not-edmit-the-w±¼l

After

7
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of-saeh-deeedent-to-probate-or-d¼seharge-the-persona¼
21

representat¼Ye-of-sa¼d-estate-withoat-not¼ee-to-the-eaYeatorT

41

paragraph (bl of subsection (2) of section 731.301, Florida

51

Statutes, are amended to read:

6

8
9

Section 3.

731.301

Paragraph (cl of subsection (l) and

Notice: method and time: proof.-

(1)

FORMAL NOTICE.--

(c)

If service is made under subparagraph 2. or

subparagraph 3., proof shall be made as provided in chapter 48
If service is made by mail under subparagraph

10

or chapter 49.

11

1., proof shall be by a verified statement aff¼daY¼t of the

12

person mailing service [who) shall attach the signed receipt

13

or other evidence satisfactory to the court that delivery was

14

made to, or refused by, the addressee or his agent.

15
16
17

(2)

INFORMAL NOTICE.--

(b)

Proof of service shall be made by filing an

attorney's certificate of service or, if filed by a person who

18

is not a member of The Florida Bar, by a verified statement

19

affidaY¼t.

20
�
22

Section 4.

Section 731.302, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
731.302

Waiver and consent by interested person

23

Not¼eer-wa¼Yer.--Unless this code specifically provides

24

otherwise, an interested person, including a guardian ad

25

litem, administrator ad litem, guardian of the property,

�

personal representative, trustee, or other fiduciary, or a

27

sole holder or all coholders of a power of revocation or a

28
29
30
31

power of appointment may waive any right or notice, and
consent to any action or proceeding which may be required or
permitted by this code A-person7-ine¼ad¼ng-a-gaard¼an-ad
itte■7-ad■¼ntstrator-ad-¼¼tem7-gaard¼an-0£-the-property7

8
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persene¼-representatiYe7-trttstee7-er-ether-£ietteiary7-fflay
2
3
4
5
6

weiye-netiee-ane-eensent-te-preeeeeings-in-writing.
Section 5.

Subsections (2) and (4) of section 731.303,

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
731.303

Representation Yirttta¼-representatien.--In

proceedings involving estates of decedents or trusts, the
following apply:

8
9
10

(2)

Persons are bound by orders binding others in the

following cases:
(a)

Orders binding the sole holder or all coholders of

11

a power of revocation or a general present¼y-exereisee¼e power

12

of appointment, including one in the form of a power of

13

amendment, bind other persons to the extent that their

14

interests (as objects, takers in default, or otherwise) are

15

subject to the power.

16
17
18
19
20

(b )

To the extent there is no conflict of interest

b etween them or among the persons represented:
1.

Orders binding a guardian of the property bind the

ward whose estate he controls.
2.

Orders binding a trustee bind beneficiaries of the

21

trust in proceedings to probate a will, in establishing or

22

adding to a trust, in reviewing the acts or accounts of a

23

prior fiduciary, and in proceedings involving creditors or

24

other third parties.

25

3.

Orders binding a personal representative bind

26

persons interested in the undistributed assets of a decedent's

27

estate in actions or proceedings by or against the estate.

28

(c)

An unborn or unascertained person who is not

29

otherwise represented is bound by an order to the extent his

30

interest is represented by another party having the same or

31

greater quality of interest in the proceeding.
9
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tdt--8rders-einding-interested-persens-whe-ere-deeffled
2

¼nterested-persens-ey-Yirt�e-e£-their-representetien-e£

3

represented-persons-bind-the-represented-persons�

C

(4)

Notice is required as follows:

5

(a)

Notice as prescribed by s. 731.301 shall be given

6

interested person, or to one who can bind the

to every

interested person as described in paragraphs (2) (a) � T
8

tet7-tet,-er-tdt.

9

person and to another who can bind him.
(b)

10

Notice may be given both to the interested

Notice is given to unborn or unascertained persons

not represented pursuant to paragraphs (2) (a) � T

11

who are

12

tet7-tet7-or-tdt by giving notice to all known persons whose

13

interests in the proceedings are the same (as, or of a greater

14

quality than,) those of the unbor� or unascertained persons.
Section 6.

15
16

Section 732.106, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
732.106

17

Afterborn heirs.--� rss�e of the decedent

18

conceived before his death but born thereafter inherit

19

intestate property as if they had been born in the decedent's

20

lifetime.
Section 7.

21
22

Section 732.205, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
732.205

23

Elective share er-dower; restricted to Florida

24

resident decedent.--No elective share er-dewer-rie�t in

25

Florida property of a decedent not domiciled in Florida shall

26

exist.

27
28
29

Section 8.

Subsection (1) of section 732.301, Florida

S tatutes, is amended to read:
732.301

Pretermitted spouse.--When a person marries

30

after making a will and the spouse survives the testator, the

31

surviving spouse shall receive a share in the estate of the
10
CODING: Words in�� type ore deletions from existing law; words un_derlined ore additions.

testator equal in value to that which the surviving spouse
2

would have received if the testator had died intestate,

3

unless:

4

(1)

Provision has been made for or waived by the

5

spouse by prenuptial or postnuptial agreement fflerr*ege

6

eontreet:
Section 9.

8
9

amended to read:
732.402

Section 732.402, Florida Statutes, is

Exempt property.--In addition to the homestead

10

property passing under the law and State Constitution and to

11

tbe family allowance under s. 732.403, the surviving spouse of

12

a decedent who was domiciled in Florida at the time of his

13

death is entitled, subject to any perfected security interest,

14

to automobiles and household furniture, furnishings, and

15

appliances in the decedent's usual place of abode up to a net

16

value of $5,000.

17

entitled to personal effects of the decedent up to a net value

18

of $1,000, unless the personal ef fects are otherwise

19

specifically disposed of by will.

20

In addition, the surviving spouse is

If there is no surviving

spouse, minor children of the decedent are entitled jointly to

21

the same exemptions.

22

over all claims against the estate other than a perfected

23

security interest in

24

rights are in addition to any benefit or share passing to the

25

surviving spouse or minor children by the will of the

26

decedent, unless [such will] provides otherwise, or by

27

intestate succession or elective share.

28
29
30
31

section 10.

Rights to exempt property have priority
any

item of exempt property.

These

Subsection (1) of section 732.502, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
732.502

Execution of wills.--Every will must be in

writing and executed as follows:
11
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(1) (a)

Testator's signature.

The testator must sign

2

the will at the end or the testator's name must be subscribed

3

at the end of the will by some other person in the testator's

•

presence and by his direction.

5
6

8
9

(b)

Witnesses.

The testator's signing, or his

acknowledgment:
1.

That he has previously signed the will, or

2.

That another person has subscribed the testator's

name to it1

10
11
12

must be in the presence of at least two attesting witnesses.
(c)

Witnesses' signatures.

The attesting witnesses

13

must sign the will in the presence of the testator and in the

14

presence of each other.

15

t¼t--�he-testater-fflttst-sign-his-wi¼¼-at-the-ene-er

16

eeKnew¼eege-his-signatttre-te-it7-er-eeme-ether-persen-in-hie

17

presenee-ane-by-his-eireetien-fflttst-sttbseribe-the-testater i s

18

naffle-te-it�-�he-exeetttien-er-aeKnew¼eegfflent-fflttst-be-in-the

19

presenee-ef-at-¼east-twe-attesting-witnesses-whe-fflttst-sign-in

20

the-presenee-ef-eaeh-ether-ane-in-the-presenee-ef-the

21

testator�

22
23
24

Section 11.

Section 732.503, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
732.503

Self-proof of will.--A will or codicil

25

executed in conformity with subsections 732.502(1) and (2) may

26

be made self-proved at the time of its execution or at any

27

subsequent date by the acknowledgment of it by the testator

28

and the affidavits of the witnesses, each made before an

29

officer authorized to administer oaths and evidenced by the

30

officer's certificate attached to or following the will in

31

substantially the following form:
12
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State of ••••

County of
We,

and •••• the testator and the witnesses

•••• ,

4

respectively, whose names are signed to the attached or

5

foregoing instrument, having been sworn, declared to the

6

undersigned officer that the testator in the presence of
witnesses signed the instrument as his last will (codicil),

8

that he (signed) (or directed another to sign for him), and

9

that each of the witnesses, in the presence of the testator

10

and in the presence of each other, signed the will as a

11

w itness.

12

••• (Testator) •••

13

••• (Witness) •••

14

••• (Witness)•••
Subscribed and sworn to before me by

15
16

testator, and by •••• and .•••, the witnesses, on

17

19 •••••

the

....,

18

••• (Notary Public)•••

19

Notary Seal
My Commission Expires:

20
21
22
23
24
25

Section 12.

Section 732.505, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
732.505

Revocation by writing.--A will or codicil or

any part of either is revoked:
(1)

By a subsequent inconsistent will, or codicil,

26

even though the last will does not expressly revoke all

27

previous wills or codicils, but the revocation extends only so

28

far as the inconsistency exists.

29
30

(2)

By a subsequent written will, codicil, or other

writing declaring the revocation, if the same formalities

31

13
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required for the execution of wills are observed in the
2

'
3

5
6

execution of the will, codicil, or other writing.
Section 13.

Subsection (1) of section 732.702, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

732.702

Waiver of right to elect and of other

rights.--

(1)

The right of election of a surviving spouse and

a

the rights of the surviving spouse as intestate successor or

9

as a pretermitted spouse and the rights of the surviving

10

spouse to homestead, exempt property, and family allowance, or

11

any of them, may be waived, wholly or partly, before or after

12

■arriage, by a written contract, agreement, or waiver signed

13

by the waivi ng party.

1'

waiver of •all rights,• or equivalent language, in the

15

property or estate of a present or prospective spouse, or a

16

complete property settlement entered into after, or in

17

anticipation of, separation, dissolution of marriage, or

18

divorce, is a waiver of all rights to elective share,

19

•intestate share, oretermitted share, homestead property,

20

exempt property, and family allowance by each spouse in the

21

property of the other and a renunciation by each of all

22

benefits that would otherwise pass to either from the other by

23

intestate succession or by the provisions of any will executed

24

before the waiver or property settlement.

25
76
71
28
29
30

Section 14.

Unless it provides to the contrary, a

Subsections (2), (3), (5), and (6) of

section 732.801, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

732.801

Disclaimer of interests in property passing by

wil l or i ntestate succession or under �ertain powers of

appointment.-(2)

SCOPE OF RIGHT TO DISCLAIM.--

31

14
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A beneficiary may disclaim his succession to any

(a)
2

interest in property that, unless disclaimed, would pass to

3

the beneficiary:

4

1.

By intestate succession or devise.

2.

Under descent of homestead, exempt property, family

allowance1 or under s. 222.13.
3.

Through exercise or nonexercise of a power of

appointment exercisable by will.
4.
10

Through testamentary exercise or nonexercise of a

power of appointment exercisable by either deed or will.

11

S.

As beneficiary of a testamentary trust.

12

6.

As a beneficiary of a testamentary gift to any

13

nontestamentary trust.

14

7.

As donee of a power of appointment created by will.

15

8.

By

16
17
18
1

9

succession in any manner described in this

subsection to a disclaimed interest.
9.

In any manner not specifically enumerated herein

under a testamentary instrument.
(b)

Disclaimer may be made for a minor, incompetent,

20

incapacitated person, or deceased beneficiary by the guardian

21

or personal representative if the court having jurisdiction of

22

the estate of the minor, incompetent, incapacitated person, or

23

deceased beneficiary finds that the disclaimer:

24

1.

Is in the best interests of those interested in the

25

estate of tbe beneficiary and of those who take the

26

beneficiary's interest by virtue of the disclaimer, and

27
2jl
2

2.

Is not detrimental to the best interests of the

beneficiary.

9

30

The determination shall be made on a petition filed for that

31

purpose and served on all interested persons.

If ordered by

15
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2
1
3
4

5

6

8

9

10

11
12
13
14
15

the court, the guardian or personal representative shall

execute and record £i¼e the disclaimer on behalf of the

beneficiary within the time and in the manner in which the

beneficiary, could disclaim if he were living, of legal age,
and competent.
(3)

(a)

DISPOSITION OF DISCLAIMED INTERESTS.--

Unless the decedent or a donee of a power of

appointment has otherwise provided by will or other

appropriate instrument with reference to the possibility of a
disclaimer by the beneficiary, the interest disclaimed shall

descend, be distributed, or otherwise be disposed of in the
same manner as if the disclaimant had died immediately

preceding the death or other event that caused him to become

finally ascertained as a beneficiary and his interest to

become indefeasibly fixed both in quality and quantity.

The

16

disclaimer shall relate to that date for all purposes, whether

18

interest in property disclaimed shall never vest in the

17

19

20
21

recorded £i¼ed before or after the death or other event.

disclaimant.

An

If the provisions of s. 732.603 would have been

applicable had the disclaimant in fact died immediately

preceding the death or other event, they shall be applicable

22

to the disclaimed interest.

24

beneficiary who disclaims any interest that would pass to him

716

excluded from sharing in any other interest to which he may be

28

subparagraph (2)·(a)8., even though the interest includes

23

25

11

{b)

Unless his disclaimer instrument so provides, a

in any manner described in subsection (21 shall not be

entitled in any manner described in the subsection, including

29

disclaimed assets by virtue of the beneficiary's disclaimer.

31

disclaimer shall be recorded £i¼ed a� any time after the

30

(S)

TIME FOR RECORDING PlblN6 DISCLAIMER.--A

16
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creation of the interest, but in any event within 9 months
after the event giving rise to the right to disclaim,
including the death of the decedent; or, if the disclaimant is
4

not finally ascertained as a beneficiary or his interest has

5

not become indefeasibly fixed both in quality and quantity at

6

the death of the decedent, then the disclaimer shall be
recorded fi¼ed not later than 6 months after the event that

8

would cause him to become finally ascertained and his interest

9

to become indefeasibly fixed both in quality and quantity.

10

(6)

WAIVER OR BAR TO RIGHT TO DISCLAIM.--

11

(a)

The right to disclaim otherwise conferred by this

12

section shall be barred if the beneficiary is insolvent at the

13

time of the event giving rise to the right to disclaim and

14

also by:

15

1.

Making a voluntary assignment or transfer of, a

16

contract to assign or transfer, or an encumbrance of, an

17

interest in real or personal property.

18
19
20

2.

Giving a written waiver of the right to disclaim

the succession to an interest in real or personal property.
3.

Making any sale or other disposition of an interest

21

in real or personal property pursuant to judicial process by

22

the beneficiary before he has recorded fi¼ed a disclaimer.

23

(bl

The acceptance, assignment, transfer, encumbrance,

24

or written waiver of the right to disclaim a part of an

25

interest in property, or the sale, pursuant to judicial

26

process, of a part of an interest in property, shall not bar

27

the right to disclaim any other part of the interest in

28

property.

29
30
31

Section 15.

Subsection (1) of section 732.803, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
732.803

Charitable devises.-17
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21

3
1
4
5
6

9

10

If a testator dies leaving lineal descendants or a

(a)

To a benevolent, charitable, educational,

spouse and his will devises part or all of the testator's

estate:

literary, scientific, religious, or missionary institution,
corporation, association, or purpose;
(b)

7
81

(1)

To this state, any other state or country, or a

county, city, or town in this or any ether state or country;
or

(c)

To a person in trust for any such purpose or

11

beneficiary, whether or not the trust appears on the face of

12

the instrument making the devise,

13
14

the devise shall be avoided in its entirety if one or more of

15

the lineal descendants or a spouse s�ee¼£¼ed-�e�so"s who would

16

receive any interest in the devise if avoidedL files written

17

notice to this effect in the administration proceeding within

18

4 months after the date letters are issued, unless:

19
20
21

(d)

The will was duly executed at least 6 months

before the testator's death, or
(e)

The testator made a valid charitable devise in

22

substantially the same amount for the same purpose or to the

23

same beneficiary, or to a person in trust for the same purpose

24

or beneficiary, as was made in the last will or by a will or a

25

series of wills duly executed immediately next to the last

26
27
28
29
30
31

will, one of which was executed more than 6 months before the
testator's death.

Section 16.

amended to read:
733.103

Section 733.103, Florida Statutes, is

Effect of probate.-18
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(1)

Until admitted to probate in this state or in the

2

state where the decedent was domiciled, the will shall be

3

ineffective to prove title to, or the right to possession of,

4

p roperty of the testator.
(2)

5
6

In any collateral action or proceeding relating to

devised property, the probate of a will in Florida shall be
conclusive of its due execution, that it was executed free of

8

fraud, duress, mistake, and undue influence by a competent

9

testator and of the fact the-eempeteney-e£-the-testeter7-end

10

fthe-feett

11

death.

that the will was unrevoked on the testator's

Section 17.

12

Subsection (1) of section 733.109, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

13
14

733.109

15

(1)

Revocation of probate.--

Any interested person beneficiary, including a

16

beneficiary under a prior will, except those barred under.!.:.

17

733.212 or s. 733.2123 s�-•33Ti¼9-er-sT-•33Ti¼¼, may, before

18

final discharge of the personal representative, petition the

19

court in which the will was admitted to probate for revocation

20

of probate.
(a)

21

The petition shall state the interest of the

petitioner and the grounds for revocation.

22

(b)

23

The petition shall be served upon the personal

representative and all interested persons by formal notice,

24

thereafter proceedings shall be conducted as an adversary I 6

25

and

26

proceeding under the rules of civil procedure.

27
28

I

Section 18.

Subsection (3) of section 733.202, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

29

733.202

30

(3)

31

6

6
6
6

Petition.--

If the decedent was a nonresident of this state,

6

the petition shall state whether domiciliary proceedings are

6

19
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pending in another state or country, if known, and, if so, the
2

name and address of the foreign personal representative and
the court issuing letters.
Section 19.

4
5

Subsection (1) of section 733.203, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
733.203

6

(1)

Notice; when required.--

If a caveat has been filed by an heir or a devisee

8

under a will other than that being offered for probate, the

9

procedure provided for in s. 733.2123 i33Till shall be

10

followed.
Section 20.

11
12

Subsection (5) of section 733.301, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
733.301

13

Preference in appointment of personal

14

representative.--In the granting of letters, the following

15

preferences shall be observed:
(5)

16

After letters have been granted in either a

17

testate or an intestate estate, if a person who� is

18

entitled to, and has not waived, preference over the person

19

appointed at the time of his appointment and on whom formal

20

notice was not served seeks the appointment, the letters

21

granted may be revoked and the person [entitled to preference)

22

may have letters granted to him after formal notice and

23

hearing.
Section 21.

24
25

Section 733.303, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

26

733.303

27

(1)

Persons not qualified.--

A person is not qualified to act as a personal

28

representative if:

29

(a)

He has been convicted of a felony.

30

(b)

He is mentally or physically unable to perform the

31

duties.
20
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(c)

He is under the age of 18 years.

(2)

If the person named as personal representative in

the will is not qualified, letters shall be granted te-the
ether-persenai-representati•e-er-representatiYes,-¼£-naffled-in
the-wiii�-f£-ne-ether-persenai-representati¥e-is-naffled;
ietters-with-the-wiii-annexed-shaii-be-granted as provided in
s. 733.301.
Section 22.

8
9

Subsection (3) of section 733.401, Florida

S tatutes, is amended to read:

10

733.401

11

(3)

Issuance of letters.--

Mistaken noncompliance with any of the

12

requirements of subsection (1) �he-£aiittre-te-£iie-eny-iteffls

13

ttnder-paragraphs-tet-and-fdt shall not be jurisdictional.
Section 23.

14
15

Subsection (1) of section 733.402, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
733.402

16

Bond of personal representative; when

17

required; form.--

18

(1)

Unless the testator waived the requirement

19

regttirefflents, every person to whom letters are grant_ .. Jnall

20

execute and file a bond with surety, as defined in s. 45.011,

21

to be approved by the clerk.

22

Governor and his successors in office, conditioned [on the

23

performance of] all duties as personal representative

24

according to law.
Section 24.

25
26

The bond shall be payable to the

The bond must be joint and several.
Section 733.502, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
733.502

27

Resignation of personal representative.--A

28

personal representative may resign and be relieved of his

29

office.

30

interested persons.

31

representative from his duties and obligations, the court

Notice of the petition shall be given to all
Before relieving the personal
21
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shall require him to file a true and correct account of his
2

administration and deliver to his successor or to his joint

3

personal representative all of the property of the decedent

4

and all records concerning the estate.

5

resignation s�a¼¼-flet, after compliance with this section,

6

shall not exonerate any personal representative or his surety

The acceptance of the

from liability previously incurred.
8
9
10

11

Section 25.

Section 733.507, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

733.507

Administration following resignation or

removal.--When a personal representative has resigned or is

12

removed and there is a remaining personal representative, no

13

other personal representative shall be appointed unless the

14

will otherwise requires.

15

representative together with any successor personal

16

representative if appointed shall complete the administration

17

of the estate.

18

representative reme¥ed is a sole personal representative, the

19

court shall appoint a successor personal representative�

20

provided in s. 733.301.

21

22

The remaining personal

If the resigned or removed personal

Section 26.

Subsection (1) of section 733.602, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

23

733.602

24

(1)

General duties.--

A personal representative is a fiduciary who shall

25

observe the standards of care applicable to trustees as

1111

described by s. 737.302.

27

duty to settle and distribute the estate of the decedent in

28

accordance with the terms of his will and this code as

29

expeditiously and efficiently as is consistent with the best

30

interests of the estate.

31

upon him by this code, the authority in the will, if any, and

A personal representative is under a

He shall use the authority conferred
22
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[the authority of) any order in proceedings to which he is
party, for the best interests of interested persons

'

eenef¼e¼er¼es-e£-the-eetete.
Section 27.

Section 733.607, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
733.607

Possession of estate.--Except as otherwise

provided by a decedent's will, every personal representative
has a

right to, and shall take possession or control of, the

decedent's property except the homestead, but any real
10

property or tangible personal property may be left with, or

11

surrendered to, the person presumptively entitled to it unless

12

possession of the property by the personal representative will

13

be necessary for purposes of administration.

14

personal representative for delivery of any property possessed

15

by a beneficiary is conclusive evidence that the possession of

16

the property by the personal representative is necessary for

17

the purposes of administration in any action against the

18

beneficiary for possession of it.

19

shall take all steps reasonably necessary for the management,

20

protection, and preservation of the estate until distribution.

21

He may maintain an action to recover possession of property or

22

to determine the title to it.

23

24
25

Section 28.

The request by a

The personal representative

Section 733.608, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
733.608

General power of the personal

26

representative.--All real and personal property of the

27

decedent except the homestead within this state and the rents,

28

income, issues, and profits from it shall be assets in the

29

hands of the personal representative:

30
31

23
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(1)
2

For the payment of devises, debts, family

allowance, estate and inheritance taxes, claims, charges, and
expenses of administration:

4

5
6

(2)

To enforce contribution and equalize advancement1

(3)

For distribution.

and

Section 29.
8
9
10

Section 733.611, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
733.611

Persons dealing with the personal

representative: protection.--Except as provided in subsection

11

733.613(1), a person who in good faith either assists a

12

personal representative or deals with him for value is

13

protected as if the personal representative properly exercised

14

his power.

15

personal representative does not alone require the person to

16

inquire into the existence [of) his power, limits [on) his

17

power or the propriety of its exercise.

18

to see to the proper application of estate assets paid or

19

delivered to the personal representative.

20

e xpressed extends to instances in which a procedural

21

irregularity or jurisdictional defect occurred in proceedings

22

leading to the issuance of letters, including a case in which

23

the alleged decedent is alive.

24

is not by substitution for that provided in comparable

25

provisions of the laws relating to commercial transactions and

26

laws simpli fying transfers of securities by fiduciaries.

27
28
29

The fact that a person knowingly deals with the

S ection 30.

A person is not bound
The protection here

The protection here expressed

Section 733.612, Florida Statutes, 1976

S upplement, is amended to read:
733.612

Transactions authorized for the personal

30

representative: exceptions.--Except as otherwise provided by

31

the will or by order of court, and subject to the priorities
24
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stated in s. 733.805 pe�t-Vfff, without order of court, a
personal representative, acting reasonably for the benefit of
the interested persons, may properly:
4

(ll

Retain assets owned by the decedent pending

5

distribution or liquidation, including those in which the

6

personal representative is personally interested c· that are
otherwise improper for trust investments.

8
9

(2)

Perform, compromise, or, when proper, refuse

performance of the decedent's contracts.

In performing

10

enforceable contracts by the decedent to convey or lease real

11

property, among other possible courses of action, the personal

12

representative may:

13

(a)

Convey the real property for cash payment of all

14

sums remaining due or the purchaser's note for the sum

15

remaining due secured by a mortgage on the land.

16

(b)

Deliver a deed in escrow with directions that the

17

proceeds, when paid in accordance with the escrow agreement,

18

be paid to the distributees of the decedent, as designated in

19

the escrow agreement.

20

(3)

Receive assets from fiduciaries or other sources.

21

(4)

If funds are not needed to meet debts and expenses

22

currently payable and are not immediately distributable,

23

deposit or invest liquid assets of the estate, including

24

moneys received from the sale of other assets, in federally

25

insured, interest-bearing accounts, readily marketable secured

26

loan arrangements, or other prudent investments that would be

27

reasonable for use by trustees.

28

(5)

Acquire or dispose of an asset, excluding real

29

property in this or another state, for cash or on credit and

30

at public or private sale, and manage, develop, improve,

31

25
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exchange, partition, or change the character of an estate
2
3

asset.
(6)

Make ordinary or extraordinary repairs or

4

alterations in buildings or other structures; demolish

5

improvements; [or raze existing, or erect new, party walls or

6

buildings.]
(7)

Enter into a lease as lessor or lessee, for a term

8

within, or extending beyond, the period of administration,

9

with or without an option to renew.

10

(8)

Enter into a lease or arrangement for exploration

11

and removal of minerals or other natural resources or enter

12

into a pooling or unitization agreement.

13

(9)

Abandon property when it is valueless or so

14

encumbered, or in such condition, that it is of no benefit to

15

the estate.

16

(10)

17
18

Vote, or refrain from voting, stocks or other

securities in person or by general or limited proxy.
(11)

Pay calls, assessments, and other sums chargeable

19

or accruing against or on account of securities, unless barred

20

by the provisions relating to claims.

21

(12)

Hold property in the name of a nominee or in

22

other form without disclosure of the interest of the estate,

23

but the personal representative is liable for any act of the

24

nominee in connection with the property so held.

25

(13)

Insure the assets of the estate against damage,

26

loss, and liability, and himself against liability to third

27

persons.

28

(14)

Borrow money, with or without security, to be

29

repaid from the estate assets or otherwise, other than real

30

property, and advance money for the protection of the estate.

31

26
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(15)

Extend, renew, or in any manner modify any

2

obligation owing to the estate.

3

representative holds a mor tgage, security interest, or other

4

lien upon property of another person, he may accept a

5

conveyance or transfer of encumbered assets from the owner in

6

satisfaction of the indebtedness secured by its lien instead

If the personal

of foreclosure.
8
9
10

(16)

Pay taxes, assessments, and other expenses

incident to the administration of the estate.
(17)

Sell or exercise stock subscription or conversion

11

rights or consent, directly or through a committee or other

12

agent, to the reorganization, consolidation, merger,

13

dissolution, or liquidation of a corporation or other business

14

enterprise.

15

(18)

16
17
18

Allocate items of income or expense to either

estate income or principal, as permitted or provided by law.
(19)

Employ persons, including attorneys, accountants,

auditors, investment advisors, and others, even if they are

19

one and the same as the personal representative or are

20

associated with the personal rep resentative, to advise or

21

assist the personal representative in the performance of his

22

administrative duties;

23

employed persons without independent investigation;} and,

24

instead of acting personally, employ one or more agents to

25

perform any act of administration, whether or not

26

discretionary.

27

person who is the same as, associated with, or employed by the

28

personal representative shall be taken into consideration in

29

determining the personal rep resentative's compensation.

[act upon the recommendations of such

Any fees and compensation paid to any such

30
31
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(20)

Prosecute or defend claims or proceedings in any

jurisdiction for the protection of the estate and of the
personal representative in the performance of his duties.
(21)

Sell, mortgage, or lease any personal property of

the estate or any interest in it for cash, credit, or for part
cash or part credit, and with or without security for the
unpaid balance.
8
9
10

(22)

Continue any unincorporated business or venture

in which the decedent was engaged at the time of his death:
(a)

In the same business form for a period of not more

11

than 4 months from the date of his appointment, if

12

continuation is a reasonable means of preserving the value of

13

the business including good will.

14
15
16

(bl

In the same business form for any additional

period of time that may be approved by order of court.
(23)

Provide for exoneration of the personal

17

representative from personal liability in any contract entered

18

into on behalf of the estate.

19
20
21

(24)

Satisfy and settle claims and distribute the

estate as provided in this code.
(25)

Enter into agreements with the proper officer or

22

department head, commissioner, or agent of any department of

23

the government of the United States, waiving the statute of

24

limitations concerning the assessment and collection of any

25

federal tax or any deficiency in a federal tax.

26

(26)

Make part distribution to the beneficiaries of

27

any part of the estate not necessary to satisfy claims,

28

expenses of administration, taxes, family allowance, exempt

29

property, and an elective share in accordance with the

30

decedent's will or [as authorized by) operation of law.

31
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(27)

Execute any instruments necessary in the exercise

of the personal representative's powers.
Section 31.
4

5
6

Subsections (lJ and (3) of section

733.619, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
733.619

Individual liability of personal

representative.-(11

Unless otherwise provided in the contract, a

8

personal representative is not individually liable on a

9

contract, except a contract for attorney's feeL properly

10

entered into in his fiduciary capacity, in the administration

11

of the estate unless he fails to reveal his representative

12

capacity and identify the estate in the contract.

13

(3)

Claims based on contracts, except a contract for

14

attorney's feeL entered into by a personal representative in

15

his fiduciary capacity, on obligations arising froill ownership

16

or control of the estate, or on torts committed in the course

17

of estate administration, may be asserted against the estate

18

by proceeding against the personal representative in his

19

fiduciary cupacity, whether or not the personal representative

20

is individually liable therefor.

21
22
23
24

Section 32.

Section 733.701, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
733.701

Notifying creditors Sot�ee-to-ered�ter�.-

Unless the proceedings are under chapter 734 or ch3?ter 735,

25

every personal representative shall cause notice of

26

administration to be published under section 733.212 o�-�et

27

forth-��-port-ff-ef-th��-eho�ter, notifying creditors of the

28

decedent and others to present their claims within 3 months

29

after the date of the first publication of such notice or be

30

forever barred.

31
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Section 33.

Subsection (4) of section 733.705, Florida

S tatutes, is amended to read:
733.705

No interest shall be paid by the personal

(4)

4

Payment of and objection to claims.--

5

representative or allowed by the court on a claim until the

6

expiration of

1

4 calendar months from the first publication

of the notice of administration unless the claim is founded on
8

a written obligation of the decedent providing foe the payment

9

of interest.

10

Interest shall be paid by the person�!

representative on written obligations of the decedent

11

providing foe the payment of interest.

12

interest shall be allowed and paid beginning

13

the first publication of the notice of administration.
Section 34.

14
15

1

4 months from

Section 733.707, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
733.707

16
17

On all other claims,

Oeder of payment of expenses and obligations

e¼e¼m9.--

(l)

18

The personal representative shall pay the expenses

19

of the administration and obligations of e¼eim9-egei"9t the

20

estate in the following order:
(a)

'21

Class 1.--Costs, expenses of administration, and

22

compensation of personal representatives and their attorneys'

23

fees.

24

(bl

Class 2.--Reasonable funeral, interment, and grave

25

marker expenses, whether paid by a guardian under subsection

26

744.501(21), the personal representative, or any other person,

27

not to exceed the aggregate of Sl,500.

28
29

(c)

Class 3.--Debts and taxes with preference under

federal law.

30
31

30
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(d)

2
3

hospital expenses of the last 60 days of the last illness of

the decedent, including compensation of persons attending him.

4

(e)

5

(f)

6

1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
'29
30
31 ,

Class 4.--Reasonable and necessary medical and

Class 5.--Family allowance.

Class 6.--Debts acquired after death by the

continuation of the decedent's business, in accordance with

subsection 733.612(22), but only to the extent of the assets

of that business.
(g)

Class 7.--All other claims, including those

founded on judgment or decrees rendered against the decedent

during his lifetime, and any excess over the sums allowed in
paragraphs (b) and (d).
(2)

9

9

After paying any preceding class, if the estate isl 9

insufficient to pay all of the next succeeding class, the
creditors of the latter class shall be paid ratably in

p roportion to their respective claims.
Section 35.

amended to read:
733.710

Section 733.710, Florida Statutes, is

Limitations against unadministered estates.-

Three years after After-�-yeere-from the death of a person his

estate shall not be liable in any cause of action if no

letters have been issued teken-ottt in Florida within the 3-

year period. yeere-or-tf-¼ettere-heve-been-teken-ottt-bttt

netther-pttb¼teetton-of-nettee-to-eredttore-hee-been-mede-nor

the-e¼etm-ef-eny-eredtter-ft¼ed�-�he-¼ten-ef-eny-dtt¼y-reeorded

fflertgege-er-eeettrtty-tntereet-end-the-¼ten-of-eny-pereen-tn
poeeeeeton-ef-eny-pereene¼-preperty-ef-the-deeedent-end-the
rtg"t-te-enferee-them-egetnet-the-enettmbered-preperty-ehe¼¼

not-be-tmpetred-by-thte-eeetton�

This section shall not

affect the lien of any duly recorded mortgage or security

interest or the lien of any person in possession of personal
31
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property or the right to foreclose and enforce the mortgage or
lien.
Section 36.

Subsection (1) of section 733.802, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
5
6

733.802

or distributive interest.-(!)

8
9
10
11

Proceedings for compulsory payment of devises

Before final distribution, no personal

representative shall be compelled:
(a)

To pay a devise in money before the final

settlement of his accounts.
(b)

To deliver specific personal property devised,

12

that may have come into his hands, unless the personal

13

property is exempt personal property.

14
15
16

(c)

To pay all or any part of a distributive share in

the personal estate of a decedent.
(d)

To surrender land to any beneficiary,

17
18

unless the beneficiary files a petition setting forth the

19

facts that entitle him to relief and stating that the property

20

will not be required for the payment of debts, family

·21

allowance, estate and inheritance taxes, claims, elective

22

s hare of the surviving spouse, charges, and expenses of

23

administration, or for providing funds for contribution or

24

enforcing equalization in case of advancements.

25
26

Section 37.

Statutes, is amended to read:

27

733.808

28

(2}

29

Subsection (2) of section 733.808, Florida

Death benefits: disposition of proceeds.-

Death benefits of any kind, including, but not

limited to, proceeds of:

30

(a)

An individual life insurance policy:

31

(b)

A group life insurance policy:
32
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(cl

An employees' trust or under a contract purchased

by an employees' trust forming part of a pension, stock-bonus,
or profit-sharing plan;
4

(di

An annuity or endowment contract; and

5

(el

A health and accident policy,

6

may be made payable to the trustee named, or to be named, in a
8

written instrument that is admitted to probate as the last

9

will of the insured, the owner of the policy, the employee

10

covered by the plan or contract, or any other person, whether

11

or not the will is in existence at the time of designation.

12

Upon the admission of the will to probate, end-open

13

�ae¼i£ieetien-e£-the-trastee, the death benefits shall be paid

14

to the trustee, to be held, administered, and disposed of in

15

accordance with the terms of the testamentary trust or trusts

16

created by the will.

17
18
19

Section 38.

Section 733.809, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
733.809

Right of retainer.--The amount of a

20

noncontingent indebtedness of a beneficiary distribatee to the

21

estate if due, or its present value if not due,� she¼¼ be

22

offset against the beneficiary's distribotee is interest, but

23

the beneficiary distribatee has the benefit of any defense

24

that would be available to him in a direct proceeding for

25

recovery of the debt.

26

Section 39.

Subsection (2) of section 733.810, Florida

27

Statutes, is amended and subsection (31 is added to said

28

section to read:

29

733.810

30

(21

31

Distribution in kind; valuation.--

When the personal representative, trustee, or

other fiduciary under a will or trust instrument is required
33
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to, or has an option to, satisfy a devise or transfer in trust
2

to or for the benefit of the surviving spouse, with assets of

3

the estate or trust in kind, at values as finally determined

4

for federal estate tax purposes, the personal representative,

5

trustee, or other fiduciary shall, unless the will or trust
instrument otherwise provides, satisfy the devise or transfer
in trust by distribution of assets, including cash, fairly

8

representative of the appreciated or depreciated value of all

9

property available for distribution in satisfaction of the

10

devise or transfer in trust, taking into consideration any

11

gains and losses realized from the sale, prior to distribution

12

of the marital interest, of any property not specifically,

13

generally, or demonstratively devised,-ttn¼ess-the-w±¼¼-or

14

trttst-±nstr�ment-otherw±se-prov±des.
(3)

15

With the consent of all beneficiaries affected, a

16

personal representative or a trustee is authorized to

17

distribute any distributable assets, non-pro rata among the

18

beneficiaries entitled thereto.
Section 40.

19
20

Subsection (1) of section 733.817, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

21

733.817

22

(1)

Apportionment of estate taxes.--

Any estate, inheritance, or other death tax levied

23

or assessed under the tax laws of this or any other state,

24

political subdivision, or country or of any United States

25

revenue act concerning any property included in the gross

26

estate under the law shall be apportioned in the following

27

manner:

28

(a)

If a part of the estate passed under a will as a

29

specific devise or general devise or in any other nonresiduary

30

form, exclusive of property over which the decedent had a

31

power of appointment as defined from time to time under the
34
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...... ,,pd

to

estate tax laws of the United States, the net amount of the
2

tax attributable to it shall be charged to and paic from the

residuary estate without requiring contribution from persons
4

t�ceiving the interests, except as otherwise directed by the

5

will.

6

pay the tax attributable to the interests, any balance of the

7

tax shall be equitably apportioned among the recipients of the

8

interests in the proportions that the value of each interest

9

included in the measure of the tax bears to the total of all

In the event the residuary estate is insufficient to

10

interests so included, except as otherwise directed by the

11

will.

12

(b)

If a part of the estate passed under the will as a

13

residuary interest, exclusive of property over which the

14

decedent had power of appointment, the net amount of tax

15

attributable to it shall be equitably apportioned among the

16

residuary beneficiaries in the proportions that the value of

17

the residuary interest of each included in the measure of the

18

tax bears to the total of all residuary interests so included,

19

except as otherwise directed by the will.

20

interest is an interest in income or an estate for years or

When a residuary

21

for life or other temporary interest, the tax attributable to

22

it shall be charged to corpus and not apportioned between

23

temporary and remainder interests e�tete�.

24

(c)

If a part of the property concerning which the tax

25

is levied or assessed is held under the terms of any trust

26

created inter vivos or is subject to a power of appointment,

27

the net amount of the tax attributable to it shall be charged

28

to and paid from the part of the corpus of the trust property

'J'I

or the property subject to the power of appointment included

30

in the measure of the tax, as the case may be, and shall not

31

be apportioned between temporary and remainder interests
35
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Section 42.
2

subsection (3) of section 734.102, Florida Statutes, are

3

amended to read:

4

734.102

5

(2)

To entitle the applicant to ancillary letters, an

authenticated copy of so much of the domiciliary proceedings

7

s hall be filed as will show either:

9

(a)

The will, petition for probate, order admitting

the will to probate, and letters, if there are such; or

10

(b)

The petition for letters and the letters.

II

(3)

On filing the authenticated copy of a probated

12

w ill, including any probated codicils, the court shall

13

determine if the will and codicils, if any, comply with

14

subsections 732. 502 (1) or (2).

15

s hall admit the will and any codicils to record probate.

16
17
18
19
20

2·

Ancillary administration.--

6

8

19

Paragraph (b) of subsection (2) and

Section 43.

If they comply, tue court

Subsections (1) and (2) of section

734.103, Florida Statutes, are amended to read;
734.103

Estate of nonresident decedent Anei¼¼aFy

administration; claims.-(1)

When a nonresident decedent leaves property in

21

this state, the domiciliary personal representative of his

22

estate may determine the question cf claims in Florida be fore

23

the expiration of the 3-year period provided in s. 733.702 by

24

filing in the court of the county where any property is

25

l ocated an authenticated transcript of so much of the
domiciliary proceedings as will show:

27

(al

In a testate estate, the probated will and all

28

probated codicils of the deceaent, the order admitting them to

29

�bate reeord, the letters or their equivalent, and the part

30

of the record that will show the names of the devisees and

31

heirs of the decedent or an affidavit of the domiciliary
38
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personal representative reciting that the names are not shown
2

or fully dis�losed by the domiciliary record and specifying

3

the names.

4

admit the will and any codicils to probate if they comply with

5

s ubsections 732.502(1) or (2).

6

(bl

On presentation of the foregoing, the court �hall

rn an intestate estate, the authenticated copy of

letters of administration or their equivalent with the part of
8

the record showing the names of the heirs of the decedent or

9

an affidavit of the domiciliary personal representative

10

supplying the names as provided in paragraph (a).

11

presentation of the foregoing, the court shall order them

12

recorded.

13

(2)

On

After complying with the foregoing requirements,

14

the domiciliary personal representative shall cause a notice

15

to be published according to the requirements of s. 731.111 s.

16

�33.�8¼ notifying all persons having claims or demands against

17

the estate to file them.

18
19
20

Section 44.

Section 734.104, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
734.104

Foreign wills; admitted to record; muniment of

21

title record-end-effeet-efter-3-yeer9-frem-deet�-e�

22

te9teter.--

23

(l)

An authenticated copy of a will, including any

24

codicils to it, of a nonresident that devises real property in

25

this state, or any right, title, or interest in it, and that

26

conforms to subsections 732.502(1) or (2),

27

probate in the proper court of any other state, territory, or

28

country and accompanied by an authenticated copy of the

29

petition for [probate) and order admitting it to Erobate

30

Eee&Ee, may be admitted to record prebete in any county of

31

this state where the real property is located, at any time

when admitted to

39
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after 3 years from the death of the testator or at any time
after the domiciliary personal representative has been
discharged, when there has been no probate of the will in this
41

state.

51

probate of a will in the jurisdiction where the will of the

6

nonresident was probated, on proof by affidavit or certificate

If no petition is required as a prerequisite to the

of the judge of the court that no petition is required, an
8

authenticated copy of the will and order admitting it to

9

probate reeere may be admitted to record prcbete without the

10

petition for probate.
(2)

11

The copies of the will, codicil, and order

12

admitting to probate may be admitted to record on the petition

13

of any person.
(3)

14

When so admitted to record, such the will and any

15

codicil thereto, and all such as may have heretofore been

16

recorded in the office of the circuit court, whether admitted

17

by order of the circuit judge or not, shall be as valid and

18

effectual to pass title to real property and any right, title,

19

or interest in it therein, as if such will had been duly

20

proved and admitted to probate in the proper court in this

21
22

�-

(4)

The record of such copy, or a d>Jly certified

23

transcript thereof, shall be presumptive evidence of the

24

authority of any person authorized by such will, or any

25

codicil thereto, to convey or otherwise dispose of any such

26

real property or any right, title, or interest therein.

27
28

Section 45.

of section 735.107, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

29

735.107

30

( 3)

31

Paragraphs (d) and (el of subsection (3)

Family administration distribution.--

The order of family administration and the

distribution so entered shall have the following effect:
40
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21

(d)

Property of the decedent that is not exempt from

claims of creditors £ereee-se¼e-ttneer-preeess and that remains

in the hands of those to whom it may be assigned by the order
&hall continue to be liable for claims against the decedent

until barred as provided in this law.

5

(e)

6

8
9

10

11

12

13

1

The petitioners for the order of family

administration shall be personally liable for all lawful

claims against the estate of the decedent, but only to the
extent of the value of the estate of the decedent actually

received by each petitioner, exclusive of the property exempt
from claims of creditors preeess under the Constitution and
&tatutes of Florida.
Section 46.

Section 735.2055, Florida Statutes, is

14

·created to read:

16

administration may be filed at any stage of the ad�inistration

18

estate would qualify.

15

17

19

20
21

22

735.2055

Filing of petition.--The petition for summary

of an estate if it appears that at tbe time of filing the
Section 47.

Paragraphs (d) and (e) of subsection (3)

of section 735.206, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
735.206

Summary administration distribution.--

())

The order of summary administration and

(d)

Property of the decedent that is not exempt from

23

distribution so entered shall have the following effect:

25

claims of creditors £ereee-se¼e-ttnder-preeess and that remains

27

&hall continue to be liable for claims against the decedent

24
26

in the hands of those to whom it may be assigned by the order

28

until barred as provided in this law.

30

administration shall be personally liable for all lawful

29
31

(e)

The petitioners for the order of summary

claims against the e&tate of the decedent, but only to the
41
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extent of the value of the estate of the decedent actually
received by each petitioner, exclusive of the property exempt
from claims of creditors proee�� under the Constitution and
4

5
6

statutes of Florida.
Section 48.

Subsection (2) of section 735.209, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
735.209

Joinder of heirs, etc., in summary

8

administration.--

9

(2)

The joinder in, or consent to, a petition for

10

summary administration is not required of an heir or

11

beneficiary who will receive his full distributive share under

12

the proposed distribution.

13

consenting shall receive formal notice of the-heor¼ng-on the

14

petition.

15
16

Section 49.

Any beneficiary not joining or

Subsection (1) of section 735.301, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

17

735.301

18

(1)

Disposition without administration.--

No administration shall be required or formal

19

proceedings instituted upon the estate of a decedent leaving

20

only personal property exempt under the provisions of s.

21

732.402, personal property exempt from the claims of creditors

22

under the Constitution of Florida, the-ent¼re-Yor�e-of-wh¼eh

23

doe�-not-exeeed-tthe-��m-of-the-yor�e-oft-exempt-property7

24

preferred funeral expenses, and reasonable and necessary

25

medical and hospital expenses of the last 60 days of the last

26

illness.

27
28

Section SO.

735.302, Florida S tatutes, is amended to read:

'J.9

735.302

30

(1)

31

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section

Income tax refunds in certain cases.--

In any case when the United States Treasury

Department determines that an overpayment of federal income
42
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t�i e�i�ts and the person in whose favor the overpayment is
p�termined is dead at the time the overpayment of tax is to be
31

refunded, and irrespective of whether the decedent had filed a

4

;oint and several or separate income tax return, the amount of

5

the overpayment, if not in excess of S500, may be refunded as

6

tP}lows1
(�)

8

verifieE swe�� application: or
S��tion 51.

9
10

Directly to the surviving spouse on his or her
This act shall take effect October 1,

!977,

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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HOUSE SUMMARY
R evises ano provides clarification with respect to the
new Florida Probate Code. Authorizes any person (rather
than any state agency which is a creditor of the estate
or any beneficiary) to file a caveat in court. Deletes
provisions which prohibit the court from aamitting a will
to probate or discharging the personal representative of
the estate without notice to the caveator. Removes
provisions which provide that orders which bind the
representative of other persons also bind such
represented persons. Provides that all heirs (rather
than just issue) of a decedent, conceived before his
death but born thereafter, shall inherit intestate as if
born during the decedent's lifetime.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2'I
30
31

Provides that rights of survivors of a decedent to exempt
p roperty have priority over all claims other than a
perfecteo security interest in any item of exempt
property (such as homestead property, automobile,
furniture etc.). Authorizes a beneficiary to disclaim
his succession to exempt property or to a familt
allowance.
Provides that in any collateral action or proceeding
relating to devised property, the probate of the will is
conclusive that it was executed free of fraud, duress,
mistake or unoer influence. Authorizes any interested
person (rather than just beneficiaries) to petition the
court for revocation of probate. Provides that mistaken
noncompliance with certain requirements relating to
issuance of letters is not jurisdictional. Provides for
appointment of a successor personal representative to one
who resigns as well as to one who is removed. Requires
the personal representative to use his authority for the
best interests of all interested persons, rather than
just beneficiaries.
Excludes the decedent's homestead from the decedent's
p roperty which the personal representative r.1ay take
p ossession of.
Increases, from 4 to 5 months, the period
during wnich a personal representative is not required to
pay interest atter first publication of the notice of
administration unless the claim founded on a written
obligation of the decedent provided for the payment of
interest.
Permits, rather than requires, the offset of a
beneficiary's �ontingent indebteaness to the estate
against his interest in the estate. Authorizes a
personal representative or trustee to distribute assets
among beneficiaries on a non-pro rata basis with their
consent. Provides that wills and cooicils heretofore
recorded in the circuit court, whether aomitted by order
or not, shall be valid and effectual to pass title to
real property.
Provides that the record or a certified
transcript snall be presumptive evidence of authority of
any person authorized by a will to convey or dispose of
any real pr.Jperty. Authorizes the filing of a petition
44
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for summary administration at any time during the
administration of an estate.
See bill for details.
4
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EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00292
WITHDRtWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00350; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
IDEN./SIM. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
RULE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO H 1037
ICH. 77-2061 -SJ 00647

, 06B2 GENERAL BILL BY BARRON !IDENTICAL H 1549)
STATE LANDS; EXEMPTS LEASE OF LANO ACQUIRED UNDER EXISTING LAW TO STATE
AGENCIES OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF STATE FROM REQUIREMENT OF PUBLIC
NOTICE & HEARING. AMENDS 253.115. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/13/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00137
04/26/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00241
05/06/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00336; PASSED;
YEAS 37 NAYS
O -SJ 00346
05/ll/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00508
05/26/77 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00781
05/27/77 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 80 NAYS 13 -HJ 00B21
06/02/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00811
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-130
06/07177
S 0683 GENERAL BILL BY SKINNER ANO OTHERS !IDENTICAL H 1560)
EDUCATION; PROVIDES FOR OPERATION OF CENTER FOR TRAINING/RESEARCH/
�DUCATION FOR E�VIRONMENTAL OCCUPATIONS AS SEPARATE UNIT OF UNIV. OF
FLA.; AUTHORIZES BO. OF REGENTS TO ESTABLISH PROGRAM FOR TRAINING
PERSONS SEEKING CERTIFICATION AS WATER/WASTEWATER PLANT OPERATORS, ETC.
AMENDS CH 240. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/13/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00137
04/26/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
-SJ 00244
05/11/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
-SJ 00367
05/24/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
-SJ 00502
06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
S 0684 GENERAL BILL BY CHILDERS, □• (SIMILAR H 10681
AO VALOREM TAXATIO N; ALLOWS MEMBERS OF COUNTY PROPERTY APPRAISAL
ADJUSTMENT SOARD TO BE REPLACED FROM TIME TO TIME BY OTHER MEMBERS OF
RESPECTIVE GOVERNING BOARDS OF COUNTY & DISTRICT SCHOOL BO. ON
APPOINTMENT BY RESPECTIVE CHAIRPERSONS. AMENDS 194.015.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/13/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAIMS
-SJ 00137
04/22/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FINANCE, TAXATION
AND CLAIMS -SJ 00205
04/27/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY FINANCE, TAXATION ANO CLAIMS -SJ 00276
05/17/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00403; AMENDMENTS
ADOPTED; IDEN./SIM. HOUSE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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TABLE UNDER RULE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO H 106B (CH. 77-691 -SJ 00425

S 0685 GENERAL BILL BY THOMAS, J.
H.R.S. DEPT; RE REGULATION OF FITTING/SELLING OF HEARING AIDS; CHANGES
REFERENCES TO HEALTH DIV. TO H.R.S. DEPT.; DELETES DEFINITION RE
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HEARING AIDS; AUTHORIZES DEPT. TO IMPOSE
ADMINISTRATIVE FINES, ISSUE CEASE/DESIST ORDERS, ETC. AMENDS CH. 468.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/13/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00137
04/26/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE CCMMERCE -SJ 00244
U5/ l0/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIMF GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00367
05/24/77 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE -SJ 00501
06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

�

S 0686 GENERAL BILL BY JOHNSTON (SIMILAR H 2109, COMPARE H 21161
ESTATES OF DECEDENTS; REPEALS LAW RE WAIVER BY I NTERESTED PARTY;
PROVIDES THAT CAVEAT PROCEEDINGS APPLY TO ANY PERSON; PROVIDES FOR
VERIFIED STATEMENT INSTEAD OF AFFIDAVIT & CLARIFICATION AS TO WHO MAY
WAIVE ANY RIGHT/NOTICE & CONSENT TO ACTIONS/PROCEEDINGS UNDER PROBATE
CODE, ETC. AMENDS F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/13/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUOICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00137
04/21/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00205
04/29/77 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00275; PASSED;
YEAS 35 NAYS
O -SJ 00279
05/04/77 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 10413
05/11/77 HOUSE SUBSTITUTED FOR H 2109; READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00514;
AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00515
05/12/77 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 111 NAYS
-HJ 00526; MOTION TO RECONSIDER PENDING
05/13/77 HOUSE RECONSIDERED; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 95 NAYS
O -HJ 00561
05/17/77 SENATE REFUSED TO CONCUR, REQUESTED HOUSE TO RECEDE -SJ 00407
05/18/77 HOUSE RECEDED FROM ONE AMENDMENT; REFUSED TO RECEDE FROM
AMENDMENTS TOTALING 7; REQUESTED SENATE TO CONCUR;
RECONSIDERED; AMENDMENT ADOPTED; P ASSED iS FURTHER
I -HJ 00611
AMENDED; YEAS 114 NAYS
05/19/77 SENATE CONCURRED; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 34 NAYS
0
-SJ J0449
05/26/77 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00551
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 77-87 -SPJ 00002
06/01/77
S 0687 GENERAL alLL BY SCOTT I IDENTICAL H 12111
G UARDIANSHIP; EXPANDS AUTHORITY OF NATURAL GUARDIAN OF CHILO TO COLLECT,
RECEIVE, MANAGE & DISPOSE OF PROPERTY OF CHILO. AMENDS 744.301.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/77.
04/13/77 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00138
05/06/77 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00205
04/27/77 SENATE PASSED; YEAS 37 NAYS
O -SJ 0024B
05/02/77. HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00401
05/06/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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06/03/77

HOUSc

PEPORT; PRQVIOFS FQQ T QAN�cFQ OF LOCAL GOV�RNMENT FINANCIAL MANAG��EN T &
pcPORTJNG FUNCTIONS re 9ANKING & FINANCE DEPT. TO COMMUNITY AFFAIR S
nEPT. REPCALS 165.091; AMENDS 218.3L. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/0L/77.
04/25/77 HOUSE lNTPr□uCED, REFER�EO TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00349
05/06/77 HOUSF WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00457; PLACED O N
CALE N OAR
06/01/77 HOUSE DIEr CN CALENDAR

Difr �N �ALFNOAR

H zr 19 GENERAL BILL �y EWING ANJ OTHERS (COMPAR C FNG/S J875l
H EALTH FACILITIES AUTHORITIES; REDEFINES "LOCAL AGENCY" FOP PURPOSES OF
HCALTH cACIL!TlcS AUTHORIT!FS LAW TO INCLUDE MUNICIPALI T IES AS WELL AS
COUNTIES, THEREBY AUTHOP IZING EACH MUNICIPALITY TO CREA T E HFALTH
FACILITIES AUTHORITY UNOFQ THAT LAW. AMENDS L54.205. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON AECOMING LAW.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUC<n, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00349
05/LL/77 HOUSE CO�M. RFPOR T : FAVORABLE, PLACED 1N CALENDAR BY
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00521
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALFNDAR, IDEN./S!M./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
T Q S 875 (CH. 77-4551

H 2105 GE�FRAL eILL BY DAPY
wC-KMEN•S COMPENSATION; REQUIRES !�JURE□ EMPLOYEES �LAIMING CERTAIN
SUPPLEMEN T AL BFNEFJ T S TO REPORT THEIR EARNINGS & SOCIAL SECURITY INCOME
TO LABOR DIV. OF COMMEPCE DEPT.; REQUIRES EMPLOYEES AUTHORilE SOCIAL
Sf(UPITY ADMINISTRATION TQ RELEASE CERTAIN O!SA9!LITY INFORMATION, ETC.
AMEN�S CH. 440. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/2 /77 HOUSE INTPOOUC�D, DEFERRED TO CCM�ERCE -HJ 00349
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

H 2100 LOCAL BILL BY CRAIG
ST. JOHNS & FLAGLER cas.; RE SIXTEEN MILE CREEK WATER CONTROL DISTRICT;
PROVIDES THAT DISTRICT SHALL HAVE POWER TO CONSTRUCT/IMPROVE/PAVE/
MAINTAIN ROADWAYS & ROADS NECESSARY & CONVENIEN T FQR EXERCISE OF PCWERS
OR DUTIES OF DISTRICT, FTC. cFFECTIVE DATE: OL/01/BL.
04/25/77 HOUSE !NTPODU:E□, REFFRREO TO C�MMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00349
05/09/77 HOUSF WI T HDRAWN FROM CO�MUNITY AFFAIRS; WITHDRAWN FROM
FUR.HER CONSIDERATION -HJ 00476

H 2106 GFNE�Al BILL BY DYER
(SIMILAR S L379l
ENERGY CONSUMPTION MANAGc�ENT; RE STATE GOVERNMENT; PROVIDES FOR
DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTA T ION OF STATE ENERGY MANAGEMENT PLAN; PROVIDES
Fr� COLLECTION & USE OF DATA; PROVIDES FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT
CCrRDINATION & FOR CONTEN T S OF PLAN, ETC. AMENDS 255.252; CREATES
255.257-.261. APPROPRIATION: \50,000. EFF�CTIVE DATE: 07/0L/77.
0�/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00350
v5/!8/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY NATURAL RESOURCES -HJ 00623;
NOW OEFERREO TO APPROPRIATIONS
05/25/77 HOUSE COMM. Rf.PORT: F AVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00765
06/02/77 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 110
NAYS
L -HJ 0114L
06/02/77 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
06/03/77 SENATE DIED IN MESSAGES

H 210L GENE�AL BILL BY STEINBERG (IDENTICAL S 09721
YACHT & S HIP BROKERS; PFRMITS GENERAL REGULATION OIV. OF BUSINESS
REGULATION DEPT. TO DENY LICENSE TO, & ASSESS CIVIL PENALTY AGAINST, ANY
PFRSON ENGAGING IN BUSTNESS AS YACHT OR SHIP SALESMAN OR eROKER WITHOUT
LICENSE THEREFOR. AMENDS 537.04 & .12. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO REGULATED INDUSTRIES AND
LICENSING -HJ 00349
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COM�ITTEE ON REGULAT ED INDUSTRIES AND
LICENSING

H 2107 GENERAL BILL BY EWING ANO OTHERS (COMPARE CS/H 0833, CS/S 08761
COUNTY GOVERNMENT; AUTHORIZES BO. OF CO. CC�MISSIONERS ADOPT ORDINANCES
REZCNING PRIVATE REAL PROPfQTY COMPRISING LESS THAN St OF TOTAL LANO
AREA OF COUNTY IMMFDJATELY UPON CONCLUSION OF ?EQUIREO PUBLIC HEAPING.
AMENDS L25.66. ':FFECTIVE DA T E: L0/01/77.
04/25/77 HOUSE JNTRODUCED, RErERREO TO CCMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00350
06/03/77 HOUSE DIEO IN COMMITTEE, IOEN./S[M./CO�PARf BILL PASSED,
RF.FER TO H 833 (CH. 77-3311

H 2102 GENERAL BILL BY DYER
MEDICAL MALPRACTICE; R=QUIRES PHYSICIANS & THEIR ASSISTANTS EMPLOYED BY
HOSPITAL WHICH PARTICJPAT�5 IN FLORIDA PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND, TO
P ARTICIPATE IN FUND; PROVIDES FOR ADJUSTMENT OF FEES AT YFAR cND AUDIT.
AMENDS 768.54. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/0L /77.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTROOUCEJ, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -HJ 00349
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTFE ON COMMERCF
H 2103 GENERAL BILL SY CJMMUN!TY AFFAIRS ANO OTHERS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT & RFPQRTING; RE LOCAL GOVERNMENT; PROVIDES THAT
RFVENUF. & EXPENDITURE DATA IN ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORTS SHALL REFLECT
DIVISION BETWEEN INCORPORATED & UNINCORPORATED AREAS rF COUNTY, ETC.
AMENDS 218.32 & .33. E F FECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00349
05/06/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00457; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 2104 GENFRAL BILL BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT; ELIMINATES REQUIREMENT FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT CENSUS
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

'-J

H 2108 RESOLUTION BY CLAIMS
MORTGAGE FRAUD SCHEMES; ADOPTS GENERAL POLICY RE HEARING BY CLAIMS
COMMITTEE QF CERTAIN CLAIMS QE ALLEGED MORTGAGE FRAUD SCHEMES.
04/18/77 HOUSE INTROOU(EO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 0028t
04/19/77 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT AOOPTEO; FAILED TO PASS;
YEAS 17 NAYS 95 -HJ 00296
H 2L09 GENERAL BILL gy JUDICIARY ANO OTHERS (SIMILA� ENG/S 06861
FSTATE� OF DECEDENTS; R�PEALS LAW RE WAIVER BY INTERESTED PARTY;
PROVIDES THAT CAVEAT PROCEEDINGS A PPLY TO ANY PERSON; PROVIDES FOR
VEqIF!ED STATEMENT INSTEAD OF AFFIDAVIT & CLARIFICATION AS TO WHO MAY
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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WAIVE ANY RIGHT/NOTICE & CONSENT TO ACTfONS/PROCEEDINGS UNDER PROBATE
CODE, E TC. AMENDS F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01177.
0 4/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CAL�NOAR -HJ 00350
05/11/77 HOUSE IOEN./SIM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED -HJ 00513
05/12/77 HOUSE LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill
PASSED, REFER TO S 0686 ICH. 77-871 -HJ 00526
H 2110 GENE!V'L BILL BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE !SIMILAR S 09061
TRESPASS IN STRUCTURE/CONVEYANCE; CLARIFIES THAT A PERSONAL
CrMMUN!CATI ON BY OWNER OF PREMISES OR AN AUTHORIZED PERSON IS WARNING TO
DEPART. AMENDS 810.08. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00351
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill PASSED, REFER
TO S 906 ICH. 77-1321
H 2111 LOCAL BILL BY POOLE ANO DTHEPS
BROWARD CO./ANNEXATION; CREATES ANNEXATION STUDY COMMISSION; PROVIDES
FOR NUMBER OF MEMBERS, COMPOSITION OF COMMISSION & APPOINTMENT OF
MEMBERS BY BROWARD CO. LEGISLATIVE DELEGATION; PROVIDES coR FILLING OF
VACANCIES, TIMING OF O RG ANIZATIONAL MEETING & FOR CALL!NG OF FURTHER
MEETINGS, ETC. EFFFCTfVE OATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTPO□Ur.EO, REFERRED TO CCMMUNITY AFCAJRS -HJ 00351
05/31/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNCER RULE BY
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00939
H 2112 LOCAL BILL BY ALLEN
MONROE CQ./KEYS AQUEDUCT AUTH.; AUTHORIZES FLA. KEYS AQUEDUCT AUTHORITY
TO MAKE PURCHASES WITHOUT COMPETITIVE BID UNDER CcRTAIN CONDITIONS.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/03/77.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00351
04/28/77 HOUSE ALSO REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00385
05/31/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00939;
NOW REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION
06/01/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00961; PLACED ON
CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; READ THl 0□ TIME; PASSED;
YEAS 118 NAYS
l -HJ 00983
06/02/77 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00734;
CONSIDERED, PLACED ON LOCAL CALENDAR �y RULES AND
CALENDAR -SPJ 00001
06/03/77 SENATE PASSEC; YEAS 33 NAYS
O -SPJ 00025
06/ 17/77 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
07/03/77
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S S IGNATURE
CHAPT�R NO. 77-604
H 2113 LOCAL BILL BY ALLEN
MONROE CO./KEYS AQUEDUCT AUTH.; AUTHORIZES FLORIDA KEYS AQUEDUCT
AUTHORITY TO SERVE CUS T OMERS ALONG ITS PIPELINE IN DADE COUNTY.
EFCECTIVE DATE: 07/03/77.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFA!PS -HJ 00351
04/28/77 HOUSE Al�O REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -HJ 003B�
05/31/77 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00939;
NOW QE C ERREO TO TRANSPORTATI ON
06/01/77 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FQOM TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00961: PLACED ON
CALENDAR; P�AO SECCND TIME: RFAO THIPD TIME; PASSED;
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAr,E
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YEAS 118 NAYS
1 -HJ 009B4
QFCEIVED, REFERREO TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00735;
CONSIDERED, PLACED ON LOCAL CALENDAR BY RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SDJ 00001
PASSED; YEA� 33 NAYS
O -SPJ 00026
SIGNFO SY OFFICERS ANO PPESENTEC TO GOVERNOP
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
CHAPTcR NO. 77-605

H 2114 LOCAL B ILL BY O'MALLEY ANO OTHERS
8RQWARO CO./TAMARAC CITY LIM!TS; EXTENDS & ENLARGES CORPORATE LIMITS OF
CITY OF TAMARAC 9Y INCLUDING PREVIOUSLY UNINCORP ORATED LANDS WITH SAID
COPPORATE LIMITS. EFFECT IVE DATE: 10/01/78.
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l -SPJ 00026
06/03/77 SENATE PASSED; YEAS 32 NAYS
06/ 17/77 HQUSE S!GN7C BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
BECAME LAW WITHOUT GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE
07/03/77
CHAPTFR NO. 77-655
H 2115 LOCAL BILL BY ALLEN
MUNR1E co.lKEYS AQUECUCT AUTH.; EXEMPTS MEMBERS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
cLQRIOA KEYS AOUEOUCT AUTHORITY FPOM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS TAKEN WITHIN
SCOPE OF THEIR QCFICIAL DUTIES. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/25/77 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AC FAIRS -HJ 00351
04/28/77 HOUSE ALSO QEFERRc□ TO TRANSPORTATION -HJ 00385
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
H 2116 GENERAL BILL BY JUDICIARY ANC OTHERS (COMPARE ENG/S 06861
PROBATE; PQOVIOES THAT PATERNITY MAY BE ESTABLISHED FOR PERSONS BORN
OF WEDLOCK BY WRITTEN ACKNfJWLEDGMENT OF THE FATHEQ. AMENDS 732.108.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/77.
0�/25/77 HOUSE INTPODUCCQ, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00351
06/03/77 HOUSE DIED ON CA LENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill PASSED
TO S 686 (CH. 77-871
H 2117 GENERAL BILL BY AGRICULT URE AND GENERAL LEGISLATION
CONSUMER SE�VICE DIV.; DE=INES AUTHORITY OF SAID DIVISION IN SEEKlhG
SETTLEMENT OF CONSUMER COMPLAINTS; DELETES DCQVISIDN LIMITING AUTHCRJTY
OF DIRECTOR OF DIV., =LA. CONSUMERS' COUNCIL t AGRICULTURE & CONSU�cq
SEQVICES DEPT. AMENDS 570.283. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
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PROPOSED COMMITTEE BILL

in the presence of at least one attesting witness who must
2 lsi� t�resencc of the father.

2

A bill to be entitled

3

An act relating to probate; amending s. 732.108 (2},

4
5

Florida Statutes, providing that paternity may be

6

established

for persons born out of wedlock by

8

the father
written notarized acknowledgment of
proin the presence of an attesting witness;

9

vidin g �n

7

e ff�ctive

The acknowlcd,:rnent and the

3 !affidavit of the witness must each be made before an officer
4 !authorized to administer oaths and evidenced b� the officer's
5 I certificate.
S ection 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1976 •

date.

10

lature of the State of Florida:
11 !Be It Enacted by the Legis
12
13 I

Section 1.

'

Florida
Subsection (2) of section 732.108,

read:
14 tStatutes, is amended to
born out of
732.108 Adopted persons and persons
15 I

I

16 1wedlock.-

in cases
For the purpose ot intestate succession
(1), a person born out of wedlock
18 tnot covered by subsection
his mother and is one of the natural
19 tis a lineal descendant of
of the mother's family. The person
20 tkindred of all members
of his father and is one of the
21 tis also a lineal descendant
members of the father's family, if:
22 tnatural kindred of all
ed in a marriage
(a) The natural parents participat

17 I

(2)

23

the birth of the person born out of
24 1ceremony before or after
attempted marriage is void; or
25 !wedlock, even t�ough the
is established by
(bl The paternity Lof the father7
26
or after the death of the father�.t..2!.
27 1an adjudication before
acknowledged in
.i£l 7he paternity of the father is
28

29 1writing by the father.
30
31
I

,

The acknowl edgment must be signed

..
2

PROPOSED COMMITTEE BILL

@(nl�V

T

1
3

2

4
5

A bill to be entitled

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF sr E ·
R. A. GRAY BUILCl,il ,
Tallahassee, FL 32399·t
250

Series
Carton
An act relating to probate; amending s. 734.103,

--12__

F.S., providing that in the case of a testate non

6

7

resident decedent leaving property in this state,

9

record, providing certain requirements of the

8

10
ll

12

any person may file a petition requesting the entry

of an order admitting the probated foreign will to
petition, providing that notice

to creditors may

be made and providing the effect of such notice;

shall be presumptive evidence of authority to convey

18 1se It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,

20 !Section l.
21 Jread 1
22

Section 734.103, Florida Statutes, is amonded to

734.103

Anei¼¼ory-ndministrotion1-eloiJfts

23 !Estates of testate nonresident decedent�! claims.-( l)

When a testate nonresident decedent leaves prop-

25 erty in this state, the domiciliary personal representative of

24

5 and codicils.

On presentation of the foregoing, the court may

6 admit the will and codicils to record.

If any of the documents

7 reguired under this subsection are not a part of the domiciliari

8 record, then on eroper ercof thereof, the court may waive the

9 reguirement for such documents or may reguire an affidavit of

10 the ectitioner reciting the information not disclosed by the

11 domiciliar" record. determine-the-qttestion-of-e¼oims-in-Ploride

15 domici¼iery-proeeedings-os-wi¼¼-show�

this state; providing an effective date.

19

4 record that will show the names of the devisees under the will

or othen,ise dispose of the decedent's property in

1,;

17

3 the letters or their egu�valent, and the part of the domiciliary

12 �efore-the-expirotion-of-the-3-yeor-period-proYided-in-sT

14

15

-:flT

2 the petition for probate, the order admitting them to probate,

amending a. 734.104, F.s., providing that any will

or codicil amittcd pursuant to s. 734.103, F.s.,

13

Ll
-:7

1 accompanied by authenticated copies of the will and any codicils

26 his ostate, or any other person, may filo a petition in the

27 court of a county where the property is located requesting the
28 entry of an order admitting the probated foreign will and any
29 probated codicils thereto to record.

The petition shall recite

JO that the probated foreign will and any probated codicils comply
31 with subsections 732,502(1) and (2), F.s., and shall be
l

13 �33T�6i-by-fi¼ing-in-the-eottrt-of-the-cottnty-where-nny-property14 is-¼ocoted-nn-ettthentieoted-transeript-of-so-mtteh-of-the

iat--fn-o-testote-estate,-the-probated-will-nnd-n¼¼

16

17 proboted-codiei¼s-0£-the-deeedent7-the-order-edmittin9-them-to
18 reeord,-the-¼etters-or-their-eqttivn¼ent,-nnd-the-part-of-the

19 reeord-that-w±¼l-show-the-names-of-the-devisees-ond-heirs-of-the

20 deeedent-or-en-offidaYit-of-the-domiei¼iery-personel-represen-

21 totive-reciting-thnt-the-names-nre-not-shown-or-ftt¼ly-diselosed

22 by-the-domieiliary-reeord-nnd-speeifyin9-the-nM1esT--8n-presen--

23 tation-of-the-foregoing,-the-eottrt-shni¼-admit-the-will-and-any-

24 codieils-to-probote-if-they-eomp¼y-with-sttbseetions-�3iT56iilt
25
26

or-iitT

ibt--�n-an-intestote-estnte7-the-ottthentieated-eopy-of

27 ¼etters-of-edministrotion-or-their-e�ttiYe¼ent-with-the-pert-of

29

28

30

the-record-showing-the-nemes-of-the-heirs-of-the-decedent-or-an

effidevit-of-th�-domieiiiary-persone¼-representetive-sttppiying-the-nomes-os-provided-in-paragroph-ietT--6n-presentotion-of-the

31 fore9oin97-the-eottrt-sh¼i-order-them-reeordedT
2

(2)

1

After the entri of an order admittin2 the will and

2 any codicils to record, the petitioner compiying-with-the-fore3 �oing-requirements,-the-domiciiiary-personai-representative may
4 cause a notice to be published according to the requirements of
5 s. 731.111 �3¼T�83 notifying all persons having claims or demand
6 against the estate to file them.

(a!

7

If notice is EUblished 1 then no claim or demand

8 �9ainst the decedent's estate, as described in subsection

9 733.702(1), shall be binding on the estate, on the Eersonal

10 reErcsentativc 1 or on anL beneficiari unle�s eresented within
11 three calendar months from the time of the first eublication of
12

the notice and in the manner and form Erescribed in s. 733.703.
(bl

13

If anL claim is filed against the estate within

H the time allo�cd, the court shall send to the domiciliari eer-

15 sc�al renresentative a coeL of the claim and a notice setting

15 a da�e for a hearing to a2point an ancillari eersonal reEresen-

17 tative.

At the hearing the court shall AEEoint an ancillari

18 Eersonal reEresentative according to the ereferences as

19 erovided in s. 733.301.
20

(cl

If an ancillari eersonal reEresentativo is aeEoin-

1 !that all claims have been satisfied.
Section 2.

2

3 Ito read:
734.104

4

Section 734.104, Elorida Statutes is amended

Poreign-wi¼is7-reeord-and-effeet-after-3-yeers

5 !from-death-of-testator

Presumptive evidence cf title.--� will and codicil

6

7 admitted to record eursuant to s. 734.103 shall be presumEtive
8 evidence of the authority of any person authorized by will or

9 codicil to convei or otherwise disease of the decedent's proeer-

10 ty in this state, or any right, tit]e�or interest

therein.

i¼t--An-authentteated-eopy-0E-a-wt¼¼ 7 -tne¼adinf-anr

11

12 eodieiis-to-it 7 -0E-e-nonrestdent-that-devisee-rea¼-propertr-tn13 this-state7-or-anr-right7-tit¼e7-or-tntereet-in-it7-and-that
14 conforms-to-subsections-i3iT58ii¼t-or-iit7-when-admitted-to

15 probate-in-the-proper-coart-of-anr-other-state7-territorr,-or

16 countrr-and-accompanied-by-an-eathentieated-eopy-of-the-retition

17 for�fprobate}-and-order-admitting-it-to-record y -may-be-edmtttea18 to-probete-in-anr-eoanty-of-this-state-whera-the-ree¼-propertr-•

19 is-¼oeated7-at-enr-time-after-3-yeers-from-the-death-of-the

20 testater-or-at-any-time-after-the-domtet¼iary-pereona¼-repreeen-

21 ted eursuant to earagraeh (bl, the erocedure for filin2, ob-

21 tative-hae-been-dieehar,ed7-when-there-hae-been-ne-prebate-ef

23 estates, exceet the ancillari eersonal reeresentative aeEointed

23 requiette-to-the-probate-oE-a-wiii-in-the-;artediction-where

22 jecting to, and suing on claims shall be the same as for other
2'

shall not have less than thirti dais from the date of his

25 aooointment within which to object to ani claim filed.
26

�3t--�he-preeedure-for-fiiing-eia¼msy -and-eb;ecting-to

28

�•t--ff-ne-eiaims-are-fiied-against-the-estate-within

27 them-and-stting-en-them7-shai¼-be-the-same-as-for-ether-estatesT
29

30

the-time-e¼iewed7 -the-eourt-shai¼-enter-an-order-ad;adging-thet
notice-te-ereditors-has-been-duiy-pub¼ished-and-proof-thereof

31 fiied-and-that-no-e¼aims-have-been-fiied-against-the-eatate-er

3

22 the-wi¼i-in-this-state�--tf-no-petition-is-reqaired-as-a-pre-

24 the-wii¼-0f-the-nonresident-wae-probated7-on-proof-by-affidavit
25 or-eertifieate-of-the-;adge-oE-the-eourt-that-no-petttien-te-

26 reqaired7-an-aathentieeted-eopy-of-the-wii¼-and-order-admitting27 it-to-record-may-be-admttted-to-probate-wttheat-the-petition-for
28 probateT
29

1tt--'fhft-copiee-of-the-wt¼i7-codicti7-and-order-edlllit�

JO ting-to-probate--r-be-edmitted-to-reeord-en-the-petttion-of31 eny-personT

4

l

13t--When-admitted-to-reeord7-the-wi¼¼-and-any-eodiei¼

2 lsha¼¼-pass-tit¼e-to-rea¼-property-and-any-right7-tit¼e7-or
3 linterest-in-itT
4

Section J.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1977.

5
6
7

a
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

•

21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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T
l accompanied by authenticated copies of the will and any codicils
2 the petition for probate, the order admitting them to probatP.,

rQJ? oduced by

FLORIDA TATE ARCHIVES
A bill to be entitled
DEPA!rr ENT OF STATE
R. A.'3 AY BUILOJN<act relating to probate; amending s. 734.103,

Flo� .32S01250
r:'s:';''p-r":viding
5 · ·;/'
0..... nr.rmn 12
;ieries.-11,..

Tallatrass

3 the letters or their equivalent, and the part of the domiciliary

4 record that will show the names of the devisees under the will

�,t '·
-·re·sffl!il l!tb<Jedent leaving property in this state,

5 and codicils.

that in the case of a testate non-

On presentation of the foregoing, the court may

6 admit the will and codicils to record.

If any of the documents

7

any p erson may file a petition requesting the entry

7 required under this subsection are not a part of the domiciliary

8

of an order admitting the probated foreign will to

8 record, then on proper prcof thereof, the court may waive the

9

record, providing certain requirements of the

9

requirement for such documents or may r�uire an affidavit of

10 the petitioner reciting the information not disclosed by the

10

petition, providing that notice

to creditors may

11

be made and prpviding the ef�ect of such notice;

11 domiciliaru record. dctcrminc-thc-qncstion-0£-eiaims�in-Piorida

12

amending s. 734.104, F.S., providing that any will

12 rcfore-thc-cxpiration-0£-thc-3-ycar-pcriod-providcd-±n-s-:-

13

or codicil amitted pursuant to s. 734.103; F.s.,

14

shall be presumptive evidence of authority to convey

13 "133-:-"16z-by-fiiing-in-thc-eot1rt-0£-thc-eot1nty-whcre-any-propcrty_
14 is-iocatcd-an-at1thentieatcd-transeript-0£-so-mt1eh-0£-the

15

or otherwise dispo,

15 domieiiiary-proeccdings-as-wiii-show�

16

this state; provid:

16

17 probated-eodieils-0£-thc-dceedent,-thc-ordcr-admitting-them-to

17

18 rceord,-the-iettcrs-_or-their-eqnivaient,-and-the-part-0£-the

18 IBe It :Enacted by the Legisl

19 rceord-that-wiii-show-the-names-0£-the-devisees-and-heirs-0£-the

19

20 !Section 1.

21 !read:

iat--fn-a-tcstatc-cstatc,-thc-probatcd-wiil-and-aii

:o

Section 734.103

20 deecdent-or-an-affidavit-0£-the-domieiliary-pcrsonal-represen·21 tative-reeiting-that-the-names-are-not-shown-or-£niiy-diseiosed

22

734.103

24

(1)

i\neiiiary-aumxn.��ra��on1-eioims

23 !Estates of testate nonresident decedents; claims.--

When a testate nonresident decedent leaves prop-

25 1erty in this state, the domiciliary p ersonal representative of·

22 by-thc-domieiiiary-reeord-end-speeifying-the-nM1es-:---6n-prcsen-23 tetion-of-the-foregoing,-the-eonrt-shaii-edmit-the-wiii-and-any24 eodieiis-to-probate-if-they-eompiy-with-sttbseetions-"13x-:-5821it
25

or-izt-:1bt--in-an-intestete-estate7-the-at1thcntieated-eopy-0£

26 his estate, or any other person, may file a petition in the

26

27 court of a county where the property is l6cated requesting the

27 ietters-0£-administration-or-their-eqnivalent-with-thc-pert-0£

28 entrz of an order admitting the probated foreign will and any

28 the-reeord-showing-the-names-0£-the-heirs-0£-the-deeedent-or-an

29 probated codicils thereto to record.

29

The petition shall recite

30 that the probated foreign will and any probated codicils comply
31 with subsections 732.50 2(1) and (2), F.S., and shall be

l

a££idavit-of-the-domieiliary-personei-rcpresentative-st1ppiying--

30 the-names-as-provided-in-perograph-1at-:---en-presentation-o£-the
31 £oregoing7�the-eot1rt-shli-order-thcm-reeorded�

2
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T
l accompanied by authenticated copies of the will and any codicils

rQ'p oduced by

FLORIDA TATE ARCHIVES
A b.1 11 t0 be ent 1· tl ed
OEPAltT ENT OF STATE
R. A-'3 AY BUILWN<act relating to probate; amending s. 734.103,

TaRahess
5

�s: �--p"t'Oviding that in the case of a testate non-

Flo� .32£0l21-o

1 zit-'·bbcedent
l:i11ries ...!l.,.o.... �
-·re·sffl@il
· ·,/ ·

leaving property in this state,

2 the petition for probate, the order admitting them to probatP.,
3 the letters or their equivalent, and the part of the domiciliary
4 record that will show the names of the devisees under the will
5 and codicils.

On presentation of the foregoing, the court may

6 admit the will and codicils to record.

If any of the documents

7

any person may file a petition requesting the entry

7 required under this subsection are not a part of the domiciliary

8

of an order admitting the probated foreign will to

8 record, then on proper proof thereof, the court may waive the

9

record, providing certain requirements of the

9 requirement for such documents or may r�uire an affidavit of

10

petition, providing that notice

to creditors may

11

be made and providing the effect of such notice;

10 the petitioner reciting the information not disclosed by the
11 domiciliarv record. dctcrminc-thc-qncstion-0£-eia±ms�in-Piorida

12

amending a. 734.104, F.S., providing that any will

12 �c£orc-thc-cxpiration-o£-thc-3-ycar-pcriod-pro�idcd-in-e�

13

or codicil amitted pursuant to s. 734.103 i F.S.,

13 933�9ez-by-£iiin9-in-thc-conrt-0£-thc-eonnty-whcrc-any-propcrty-

14

shall be presumptive evidence of authority to convey

14 is-ioeatcd-an-anthcnticatcd-tranaeript-0£-eo-mnch-0£-thc

15

or otherwise dispose of the decedent's· property in

15 domieiiiary-proeccdinga-as-wiii-show�

11:i

this state; providing an effective date.

16

iat--xn-a-tcetatc-cetatc,-thc-probatcd-wiii-and-aii

17

17 probatcd-eodiciia-0£-thc-dcccdcnt,-thc-ordcr-admitting-thcm-to

18 IBe It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

18 rccord,-thc-iettcrs-or-thcir-cqn±vaicnt7-and-thc-part-0£-thc

19

19 rccord-that-wiii-ahow-thc-nemca-0£-thc-dc�iacca-and-heira-0£-the

20 !Section 1.
21 Jread:
22

Section 734,103, Florida Statutes, is amended to

21 tat±vc-rcciting-that-thc-namca-arc-not-shown-or-fniiy-diseiosed
734,103

Aneiiiary-adminietrat±on7-ciai1ne

23 !Estates of testate nonresident decedents; claims.-24

. 20 dcccdcnt-or-an-a££idavit-0£-thc-domiciiiary-pcrsonai-reprcscn-

(1)

When a testate nonresident decedent leaves prop-

22 by-thc-domieiiiary-rccord-and-apcei£ying-the-nM1csT--6n-prcsen-23 tetion-0£-thc-forcgoing,-thc-coort-shaii-admit-thc-w±ii-and-any24

codic±ie-to-probatc-±£-thcy-compiy-with-snbscetiona-y3xT58x1it

or-ixt�

25 1erty in this state, the domiciliary personal representative of

25

26 his estate, or any other person, may file a petition in the

26

1bt--in-an-intcstetc-cstatc7-the-anthcntieatcd-eopy-0£

27 court of a county where the properti is located requesting the

27

icttcre-0£-administration-or-thc±r-cqo±vaicnt-with-thc-part-0£

2e cntrz of an order admitting the probated foreign will and any

28

thc-rccord-showing-thc-namea-0£-thc-hcirs-0£-thc-dccedent-or-an

29 probated codicils thereto to record.

29

a££idavit-0£-thc-domicii±ary-pcraonai-reprcacntativc-snppiyin9--

30

thc-namca-ae-provided-in-peragraph-1at�--en-prceentat±on-0£-thc

30

The petition shall recite

that the probated foreign will and any probated codicils comply

31 with subsections 732.502(1) and (2), F.S. 1 and shall be

31 £orcgoin97-thc-conrt-shii-ordc�-thcm-rceordedT

2

µ)

l

After the entry of an order admittin2 the will and

2 anv codicils to record, the netitioner compiying-with-the-£ore-

3 going-reqttirements;-the-domiciiiary-personai-representative may

4 cause ar.otice to be published according to the requirements of

5 s. 731.111 �3i��83 notifying all persons having claims or demand

6 against the estate to file them.

7

(a!

If notice is eublished 1 then no claim or demand

8 �gainst the decedent's estate 1 as describec in subsection

9 733.70211), shall be bindin2 on the estate, on the eersonal

10 r�2resentative, or on any beneficiary unle�s eresented within

11 three calendar months from the time of the first eublication of

12 the notice and in the mar.ner and form erescribed in s. 733.1oj.
lb)

13

I! any claim is filed a2ainst the estate within

H th� time allo�ed, the court shall send to tho domiciliari eer15 scnal reoresentative a coey of the claim and a notice settin2

16 a date for a hearing to a2eoint an ancillary eersonal reeresen17 tative.

At the hearing the court shall ae122int an ancillari

18 eersonal reoresentative according to the ereferences as
19 2rovided in s. 733.301.

20

21

(c)

If an anc�llary eersonal reeresentative is aeeoin-

ted eursuant to eara2raeh (b), the procedure for filin2, ob-

22 jectin2 to, and suin2 on claims shall be the same as for other

23 estates, eY.ceet th� ancillary eersonal reeresentative aeeointed

2,: shall.not have less than thirty days from the date of his
25 aooointment within which to object to any claim filed.

26

i3t--�he-prceedttre-for�fiiing-eiaims;-and-cb;ecting-to

28

i4t--ff-no-ciaims-are-fiied-against-the-estatc-within

1 !that all claims have been satisfied.

2

Section 2.

4

734.104

6

Presumptive evidence cf title.--Any will and codicil

3 Ito read:

Section 734.104, Blorida Statutes is amended

Poreign-wiiis;-record-and-effect-after-3-years

5 lfrom-death-0£-testator

7 admitted to record pursuant to s. 734.103 shall be presumptive

8 evidence of the authority of any person authorized by will or

9 codicil to convey or otherwise diseose of the decedent's eroper-

10 ty in this state, or any ri2ht, title or interest

11

therein.

iit--An-attthentieated-eopy-oE-a-wiii;-ineittding-anr

12 eodieiis-to-it;-oE-a-nonresident-that-devises-reai-prcperty-in�
13 this-state;-or-any-right;-tit¼e;-or-interest-in-it;-and-that

14 conforms-to-sttbsections-�3i�58iiit-or-iit7-when-admitted-to

15 probate-in-the-proper-co=t-of-any-other-state;-territory;-or

16 eottntry-and-aeeompanied-by-an-aathentieated-eopy-oE-the-retition

17 for�fprobatet-and-order-admitting-it-to-reeord;-may-be-admitted18 to-probate-in-any-cottnty-of-this-state-whera-the-reai-property-'

19 is-ioeated;-at-any-t_ime-after-3-years-fro,a-the-dea�h-of-:the

20 testator-or-at-any-time-after-the-domieiiiary-persona¼-represen21 tative-hae-been-diseharged;-when-there-has-been-no-probate-oE

·22 the-wii¼-in-this-state�--ff-no-petition-is-reqttired-as-a-pre23 reqaisite-to-the-probate_: of-a-wiii-in-the-;arisdiet¼on-where

24 the-wiii-of-the-nonresident-was-probated;-on-proof-by-affidavit
25 or-eertifieate_:of-the-;ttdge-oE-the-�oa.rt-that-no-petition-:l:s-

26 reqttired;-an-aathentieated-copy-of-the-wiii-and-order-admitting-

27 them-and-stting-cn-them;-shaii-be-the-same-as-for-other-estatesT

27 it-to-record-may-be-adlllitted-to-probate-withoat-the-petition-for

29 tne-tillle-aiiowed;�the-eottrt-shaii-enter-an-order-ad;ttdging-that

29

30 notice-to-creditors-has-been-dttiy-pttbiished-snd-proof-thereof

31 £iied-and-that-no-ciaims-haYe-been-£iied-against-the-estate-or
3

28 probate..-

12t--Thft-copies-0£-the-wi¼i7-eodici¼;-and-order-admit-

30 ting-to-probate-may-be-admitted-to-reeord-on-the-petition-efl
31 any-person-:-

4

l

i3t--When-adinitted-to-reeord7-the-wiii-and-any-eodieii

2 lsheii-pes�-t±tie-to-reai-property-and-eny-right,-titie7-or
3 l±ntere�t-in-±t-:4

Section 3.

This act shall take effect October l, 1977.
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Senator Johnston

REFERENCES:
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Amend. or CS Attached

Subject:
Estates of Decedents

1. Judiciary-Civil

BILL SUMMARY:

� p TI

This bill relates to the Florida Probate Code and attempts
to clarify, change, and technically amend various sections
of the Code. The more substantial changes are as follows:
(1) any person may file a caveat (page 7);
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(2) deletes the provision that the court may not probate a
will without notice to the caveator (page 8);

(3) deletes the provision that orders binding representatives
also bind the persons represented (page 10);

(4) all relatives conceived before the death of a person but
born thereafter inherit intestate as if born during
decedent's lifetime (page 10);
(5) rights to exempt property have priority over all claims
against the estate except for a perfected security
interest in exempt property (page 11);

(6) a beneficiary may disclaim exempt property and family
allowance (page 15);

(7) in collateral proceedings the probate of a will is con
clusive that it was executed free of fraud, duress, mistake,
and undue influence (page 19);

(8) any interested person may petition for revocation of
probate (page 19);
(9) provides for appointment procedure if the personal
representative resigns (page 20);

(10) the personal representative must use his authority for the
best interests of all interested persons (page 23);
(11) excludes homestead property from the assets and possession
of the personal representative (page 23);
(12) changes waiting period on payment of interest from four to
five months (page 30);

(13) provides for permissible offset of beneficiary's indebted
ness to the estate (page 33);

(14) permits non pro-rata distribution of assets if all affected
beneficiaries consent (page 34); and

(15) permits the filing of a petition for summary administration
at any stage of administration (page 41).
continued.....
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PURPOSE:
A.

Series {�

Present Situation:

The Florida Probate Code was substantially revised in
1975. Although the Code has provided an effective method
of probate, certain problems with the language and various
sections have been experienced.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:
The effect of this bill would be to remedy problems existing
with the Code and to change certain sections to conform to
the recommendations of the Real Property Section of the
Florida Bar.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Significant Economic Impact:

IV.

YES

NO

X

COMMENTS:
A substantially similar bill passed the Senate last Session
but died on the House Calendar.
These changes were recommended by the Real Property Section
of the Florida Bar.
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BILL SUMMARY:
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This bill relates to the Florida Probate Code and attempts
to clarify, change, and technically amend various sections
of the Code. The more substantial changes are as follows:
(1) any person may file a caveat (page 7);
(2) deletes the provision that the court may not probate a
will without notice to the caveator (page 8);
(3) deletes the provision that orders binding representatives
also bind the persons represented (page 10);
(4) all relatives conceived before the death of a person but
born thereafter inherit intestate as if born during
decedent's lifetime (page 10);
(5) rights to exempt property have priority over all claims
,cted security
against tl
interest
(6) a benefic
allowance
(7)

in collat
elusive t
and undue

(8)

any inter
probate (

l)rJf

)perty and family
� of a will is confraud, duress, mistake,
Jr revocation of

(9) provides for appointment procedure if the personal
representative resigns (page 20);
(10) the personal representative must use his authority for the
best interests of all interested persons (page 23);
(11) excludes homestead property from the assets and possession
of the personal representative (page 23);
(12) changes waiting period on payment of interest from four to
five months (page 30);
(13) provides for permissible offset of beneficiary's indebted
ness to the estate (page 33);
(14) permits non pro-rata distribution of assets if all affected
beneficiaries consent (page 34); and
(15) permits the filing of a petition for summary administration
at any stage of administration (page 41).
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PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:
The Florida Probate Code was substantially revised in
1975. Although the Code has provided an effective method
of probate, certain problems with the language and various
sections have been experienced.

B.

Effect on Present Situation:
The effect of this bill would be to remedy problems existing
with the Code and to change certain sections to conform to
the recommendations of the Real Property Section of the
Florida Bar.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Significant Economic Impact:

IV.

YES

NO

X

COMMENTS:
A substantially similar bill passed the Senate last Session
but died on the House Calendar.
These changes were recommended by the Real Property Section
of the Florida Bar.
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SYLVIA ALBERDI
JUDICIARY-CIVIL COMMITTEE
4-25-77
Mattox:
Attached please see letter from Henry Trawick.
Dick McFarlain and I talked with John Grimsley
and Bill Belcher about the contents today.
Item #1 - Both agreed it should be deleted
as dower has been abolished in
another section.
Item #2 - John Grimsley agrees there is a
problem and has proposed an amendment to the House Judiciary Committee{.
The amendment has been filed in bill}
form as a committee bill. Neither
Richard nor I could figure out why
they didn't amend the prime bill
instead of introducing another bill.
We sent for a copy of the "bill" to
see if it could be amended on SB 686 .i
but as you can see it is a rather
lengthy amendment. McFarlain sug
gested we just let SB 686 pass as is �:.
since it is on special order today.
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April 22, 1977
The Honorable Mattox Hair
Senate Judiciary-Civil Committee
Room 27SB
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Re:
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SB 686

Dear Senator Hair:
I regret that this letter will not reach you in time for
the committee hearing on SB 686. Sylvia promptly mailed
a copy of the bill to me but it did not arrive until about
noon on the day the hearing was held in the morning.
Most of the bill is satisfactory.
comments:

I have the following

1.

Page 10, line 23, 24. Dower was inserted deliberately
by the UPC Study Commission because most states still
have dower, not an elective share. The provision
was intended to cut off both rights of a nonresident
decedent.

2.

Page 40, line 15. The added words purport to give
validity to wills that have been recorded without
being admitted by order of the probate judge to probate
and record in Florida. This means that wills of non
residents can be recorded and will purportedly pass
title to Florida real property whether the will is
authentic or not. It need only be recorded. This
does not require any inquiry into authenticity and
is an open door to passing title by fraudulent wills.
On line 16 there is no "office of the circuit court."
In line 19 "therein" is superfluous. The use of
"such" in lines 14 and 19 is grammatically incorrect.
The word "the" should be used. The same thing applies
in lines 22, 24 and 25.

SB 456 misconceives the purpose of family administration.

The

The Honorable Mattox Hair

-2-

April 22, 1977

concept is entirely independent of the federal estate tax
limitation. The 1976 tax law changes make this a very
dangerous bill because laymen cannot know the problem they
are now confronted with. A better solution would be to
abolish family administration and raise the limit on summary
administration to $25,000.00 or $35,000.00.
1

Best re�ards,
/

/--�

i;:'.'" .---,

-'---.----

HPT/j 1
cc: Mrs. Alberdi
Mr. Grimsley
Mr. Belcher
Mr. Early
Judge Dowling

Henry P.' Trawick, Jr.
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The Honorable Mattox Hair
Senate Judiciary-Civil Committee
Room 27SB
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Re:

SB 686

Dear Senator Hair:
I regret that this letter will not reach you in time for
the committee hearing on SB 686. Sylvia promptly mailed
a copy of the bill to me but it did not arrive until about
noon on the day the hearing was held in the morning.
Most of the bill is satisfactory.
comments:

I have the following

1.

Page 10, line 23, 24. Dower was inserted deliberately
by the UPC Study Commission because most states still
have dower, not an elective share. The provision
was intended to cut off both rights of a nonresident
decedent.

2.

Page 40, line
purport to give
validity to wi.
=corded without
being admitted
,ate judge to probate
and record in F
that wills of nonresidents can b,
Jurportedly pass
title to Florid£
1er the will is
authentic or not
-�LJ..j be recorded.
This
does not require -�Ly inquiry into authenticity and
is an open door to passing title by fraudulent wills.
On line 16 there is no "office of the circuit court."
In line 19 "therein" is superfluous. The use of
"such" in lines 14 and 19 is grammatically incorrect.
The word "the" should be used. The same thing applies
in lines 22, 24 and 25.
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concept is entirely independent of the federal estate tax
limitation. The 1976 tax law changes make this a very
dangerous bill because laymen cannot know the problem they
are now confronted with. A better solution would be to
abolish family administration and raise the limit on summary
administration to $25,000.00 or $35,000.00.
i1

. /1

Bei :22.rds,

HPT/j 1

cc:

Mrs. Alberdi
Mr. Grimsley
Mr. Belcher
Mr. Early
Judge Dowling
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Amendment 3-0n page 1, line 5, following the semicolon
insert: providing an appropriation;
Mr. Fortune moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Gallagher offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 2, line 11, strike the enacting clause
Mr. Gallagher moved the adoption of the amendment. On
motion by Mr. Hill, the amendment was laid on the table.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
By the Committee on Standards & Conduct and Representa
tive Barrett-CS for HB 1228-A bill to b e entitled An act relating to pub
lic officers and employees; creating s. 111.09, Florida Statutes, to
provide that public officials and employees shall not be dis
missed from office or employment for refusal to testify before
a grand jury based on a claim of self-incrimination or to refuse
to waive immunity from prosecution; abrogating conflicting
local provisions; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 1228 was laid on
the table. On motion by Mr. Barrett, the rules were waived and
CS for HB 1228 was read the second time by title.
Representative Papy offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 24, strike all of said line
Mr. Papy moved the adoption of the amendment, which failed
of adoption. The vote was:
Yeas-48
Allen
Blackburn
Burrall
Considine
Cox
Craig
Crenshaw
Danson
Dixon
Evans
Ewing
Fechtel

Foster
Frank
Fulford
Girardeau
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hieber
Hodes
Hutto
James

Jennings
Kirkwood
Kiser
Langley
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Maxwell
McCall
McKnight
Mica
Mixson
Moore,R.

Neal
Nuckolls
Pajcic
Papy
Patchett
Poole
Redman
Robinson
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Taylor

Nays-63
The Chair
Adams
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Conway
Crawford

Culbreath
Davis
Dyer
Eckhart
Fontana
Fortune
Fox
Gersten
Gordon
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hector

Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jones
Kershaw
Kutun
Lehman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
McDonald
McPherson
Melvin
Moffitt
Moore, T.

Morgan
Nelson
Ogden
O'Malley
Patterson
Poindexter
Ready
Richmond
Sadowski
Thompson
Ward
Warner
WiIIiams
Woodruff
Young

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Gallagher, Richard
Representative Langley offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2-0n page 1, line 31, after "prosecution" insert:
for any crime other than a crime relating to the official's per
formance of his duties in office,
Mr. Langley moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereof-

On motion by Mr. Haben, the bill was recommitted to the
Committee on Criminal Justice. The vote was:
Yeas-75
The Chair
Allen
Batchelor
Black
Boyd
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Dixon
Eckhart
Evans

Ewing
Fechtel
Fontana
Fortune
Foster
Frank
Fulford
Gallagher
Girarde au
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Hector

Nays-31
Adams
Conway
Barrett
Davis
Becker
Dy er
Bell
Fox
Gersten
Blackburn
Bloom
Gordon
Brown
Hieber
Considine
Hill
Vote s after roll call:
Yeas-Richard

Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Jones
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
McKnight
Mica

Mixson
Moffitt
Moore,R.
Neal
Nuckolls
Ogden
Pajcic
Papy
Patchett
Poole
Ready
Redman
Richmond
Robinson
Sheldon
�mith
Taylor
Woodruff

Hodges
Lewis, T.
Martin
McPherson
Moore , T.
Morgan
Nelson
O'Malley

Poindexter
Sample
Thompson
Ward
Warner
Williams
Young

HB 970 was taken up. On motion by Mr. RichmondCS for SB 136-A bill to be entitled An act relating to ac
crual of causes of action on certain demand instrume nts; amend
ing s. 673.122(1)(b), Florida Statutes, to relate the accrual of
a cause of action on a demand note to the provisions of s.
95.031(1), Florida Statutes; amending s. 95.031(1), Florida
Statutes, to cause its provisions sp ecifying the last element
constituting a cause of action to apply only to demand nego
tiable and nonnegotiable notes; providing an effective date.
-a companion m easure, was substituted therefor and read
the second time by title. Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred
to the Engrossing Clerk.
HB 2109 was taken up. On motion by Mr. RichmondSB 686-A bill to be entitled An act relating to e states of
decedents; repealing s. 731.108, Florida Statutes, relating to
waiver by interested party; amending s. 731.110, Florida Stat
utes, providing that cave at proceedings apply to any person;
amending s. 731.301(1)(c) and (2) (b), Florida Statutes, pro
viding for a verified statement instead of an affidavit; amend
ing s. 731.302, Florida Statut es, providing clarification as to
who may waive any right or notice, and consent to actions
or proceedings under the Florida Probate Code; amending s.
731.303(2) and (4), Florida Statutes, providing order binding
a sole holder or all coholders of a gene ral power of appointment
binds others; providing when notic e must be given; amending
s. 732.106, Florida Statute s, providing that heirs, inste ad of
issue, conceived before but born after de cedent's de ath may
inherit; amending s. 732.205, Florida Statutes, providing for
e limination of refer ence to dowe r rights; amending s. 732.301(1),
Florida Statutes, providing for waiver and clarifying marria e
contract to be a prenuptial or postnuptial agreement; amen� ing s. 732.402, Florida Statutes, providing that exempt P1;1:-ta
rights have priority ove r all claims other than a pe e2<1e •
security interest in exempt property; amending s. 132,50 /
Florida Statutes, providing method for testator and witne;:idin:
execute a will; amending s. 732.503, Florida �tat�tes ;ldeclares
that, in the self-proof of will oath, the un. ersi�� rovidin
s
that the testator signed in _the presence °
�ti:tlites, pro�
�d:
1
for the notary seal; amendmg s. 732-505' j.,j1
-m
�
° onsistent codicil·'
viding for revocation by a subsequent

k'
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omending s. 732.702(1), Florida Statutes, providing which rights
may be waived; amending s. 732.801(2),(3),(5) and (6), Florida
Statutes, providing what may be disclaimed; providing that
if ordered by the court, a guardian shall record a disclaimer;
providing that a disclaimer shall relate from when recorded
for purposes of disposition of disclaimed interests; providing
for time for recording disclaimer instead of filing; providing
waiver or bar to disclaim if beneficiary has disposed of prop
erty before recording disclaimer; amending s. 732.803(1),
Florida Statutes, providing when a charitable devise can be
avoided if lineal descendants or a spouse files a notice in
stead of specified persons; amending s. 733.103, Florida Stat
utes, providing the probate of a will in Florida shall be con
clusive of certain facts; amending s. 733.109(1), Florida Stat
utes, providing that any interested person may petition for
revocation before final discharge; providing for proper statutory
references; amending s. 733.202(3), Florida Statutes, providing
for clarification as to what the petition shall contain; amend
ing s. 733.203 (1), Florida Statutes, providing for proper stat
utory reference; amending s. 733.301(5), Florida Statutes,
providing when a person with a higher preference may have
letters revoked and granted to him; amending s. 733.303, Florida
Statutes, providing that if a personal representative in a will
is not qualified, letters shall be granted as provided in s.
733.301, Florida Statutes; amending s. 733.401(3), Florida
Statutes, providing that mistaken noncompliance with certain
requirements is not jurisdictional; amending s. 733.402(1), Flor
ida Statutes, providing clarification by changing requirements
to requirement; amending s. 733.502, Florida Statutes, provid
ing for clarification that acceptance of resignation shall not ex
onerate the personal representative; amending s. 733.507, Flor
ida Statutes, providing procedure for appointment of a successor
personal representative when a personal representative has
resigned or has been removed; amending s. 733.602(1), Florida
Statutes, providing that the personal representative shall ad
minister the estate for the best interests of interested persons,
not merely beneficiaries; amending s. 733.607, Florida Statutes,
providing that the personal representative shall not take pos
session of the homestead; amending s. 733.608, Florida Stat
utes, providing that the personal representative shall control
all real and personal property except the homestead; amending
s. 733.611, Florida Statutes, providing clarification as to what
a person dealing with a personal representative does not have
to inquire about; amending s. 733.612, Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, providing for proper statutory reference; amend
ing s. 733.619(1) and (3), Florida Statutes, providing for
clarification as to when a personal representative is individually
liable; amending s. 733.701, Florida Statutes, providing for
proper statutory reference; amending s. 733.705(4), Florida
Statutes, providing that no interest shall be paid or allowed
on a claim until the expiration of 5 calendar months from
first publication of the notice of administration; amending s.
733.707, Florida Statutes, providing for order of payment of
expenses and obligations, not claims; amending s. 733.710,
Florida Statutes, providing for a 3-year limitation against
actions if no letters have been issued in Florida within 3 years
from death of decedent; providing exception to recorded liens
and lien of person in possession of personal property; providing
no effect on right to foreclose or enforce mortgage or lien;
amending s. 733.802(1), Florida Statutes, providing when a
beneficiary can compel payment of devises or distributive in
terest; amending s. 733.808(2), Florida Statutes, providing
death benefits shall be paid to the trust upon admission of
will to probate; amending s. 733.809, Florida Statutes, providing
for clarification that right of retainer refers to beneficiary
not distributee; providing for permissible offset of noncon
tingent indebtedness; amending s. 733.810(2), Florida Statutes,
providing clarification as to when a personal representative
shall satisfy the devise in kind; adding subsection (3) to said
section, providing that with consent, the personal representative
may distribute assets non-pro rata among beneficiaries; amend
ing s. 733.817(1), Florida Statutes, providing that tax shall be
charged to corpus and not apportioned between temporary
and remainder interests when a residuary interest is interest
in income or an estate for years or for life or other temporary
interest; amending s. 733.901(1), Florida Statutes, providing
clarification that the petition is a petition for discharge;
amending s. 734.102(2)(b) and (3), Florida Statutes, provid
ing that copies of letters and the petition for letters must be
filed; providing that if the will and codicils com ly with s.
732.502(1) or (2), Florida Statutes, the court shalf admit the
will and any codicils to record; amending s. 734.103(1) and (2),
Florida Statutes, providing that in testate estate of nonresi
dent decedent, domicillary personal representative must file tran
script showing order admitting will to probate; providing for
clarification of statutory reference, amending s. 734.104, Florida
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Statutes, providing for muniment of title involving foreign will
of nonresident devising real property in Florida; providing that
copy of petition for probate and order admitting it to probate
may be admitted to record, not probate, in this state; providing
that wills and codicils heretofore recorded in the circuit court
whether admitted by order or not, shall be valid and effectual
to pass title to real property; providing the record or a certified
transcript shall be presumptive evidence of authority of any
person authorized by a will to convey or dispose of any real
property; amending s. 735.107(3)(d) and (e), Florida Statutes,
providing clarification as to that property which is still liable
after order of family administration; creating s. 735.2055,
Florida Statutes, providing that a petition for summary ad
ministration may be filed any time the estate qualifies; amend
ing s. 735.206(3)(d) and (e), Florida Statutes, providing clari
fication as to that property which is still liable after order of
summary administration; amending s. 735.209(2), Florida Stat
utes, providing clarification that notice of the petition for
summary administration gives notice of the hearing; amending
s. 735.301(1), Florida Statutes, providing clarification as to
what property may be disposed of under disposition without
administration; amending s. 735.302(1)(a), Florida Statutes,
providing for refund of taxes in certain cases on a verified
application; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted therefor and read
the second time by title.
Representative Richmond offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On pages 38-40, strike all of sections 43 and
44 of the bill and insert: Section 43. Section 734.103, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:
734.103 AaeiU&f'y &dmiBistP&tisRl d&HRe Estates of testate
nonresident decedents; claims.( I) When a testate nonresident decedent leaves property
in this state, the domiciliary personal representative of his
estate, or any other person, may file a petition in the court
of a county where the property is located requesting the entry
of an order admitting the probated foreign will and any
probated codicils thereto to record. The petition shall recite
that the probated foreign will and any probated codicils comply
with subsections 732.502(1) and (2), F.S., and shall be ac
companied by authenticated copies of the will and any codicils,
the petition for probate, the order admitting them to probate,
the letters or their equivalent, and the part; of the domiciliary
record that will show the names of the devisees under the will
and codicils. On presentation of the foregoing, the court may
admit the will and codicils to record. If any of the documents
required under this subsection are not a part of the domiciliary
record, then on proper proof thereof, the court may waive the
requirement for such documents or may require an affidavit of
the petitioner reciting the information not disclosed by the
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(2) After the entry of an order admitting the will and
any codicils to record, the petitioner eomf)lyiBg w+tft tfte fef'e
� 1·e€fuipemeflts, tfte demieili&Py pePseRal P0fJf'eBeRtetive may
cause a notice to be published according to the requirements of
s. 731.111 � notifying all persons having claims or demands
against the estate to file them.
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(a) If notice is published, then no claim or demand against
the decedent's estate, as described in subsection 733.702(1), shall
be binding on the estate, on the personal representative, or
on any beneficiary unless presented within three calendar
months from the time of the first publication of the notice
and in the manner and form prescribed in s. 799.703.
(b) If any claim is filed against the estate within the
time allowed, the court shall send to the domiciliary per
sonal representative a copy of the claim and a notice setting
a date for a hearing to appoint an ancillary personal represen
Mtive. At the hearing the court shall appoint an ancillary
personal representative according to the preferences as pro
vided in s. 733.301.
(c) If an ancillary personal representative is appointed
pursuant to paragraph (b), the procedure for filing, ob
jecting to, and suing on claims shall be the same as for other
estates, except the ancillary personal representative appointed
shall not have less than thirty days from the date of his
appointment within which to object to any claim filed.
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Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Becker offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 10, line 21, insert: Section 7.
Subsection (2) of section 732.108, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:
732.108 Adopted persons and persons born out of wedlock.
(2) For the purpose of intestate succession in cases not
covered by subsection (1), a person born out of wedlock is a
lineal descendant of his mother and is one of the natural kindred
of all members of the mother's family. The person is also a
lineal descendant of his father and is one of the natural
kindred of all members of the father's family, if:
(a) The natural parents participated in a marriage cere
mony before or after the birth of the person born out of wed
lock, even though the attempted marriage is void; 6!!'

� @i:e fl!!'8@elNH1e !ff HHftg @ffHfftE!; &M eejeel;hig te
� eftEl � 9ft � � ee tke 6ftffl0 ft6 � eiflei' �

(b) The paternity [of the father] is established by an ad
judication before or after the death of the father,,· or

f4+ H B& � &Pe � � � ee1;,e4;e � tke
� &U&wea; � eetii'-t el:iall � &ft ei'ae!!' � tka4;
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#1-ed &Ml tka4; ft9 e½&ime hiwe heeft fileft � � � 6!!'
�Mi�� ft&¥e l:.eeft sotiafied.

(c) The paternity of the father is acknowledged in writing
by the father.

Section 44.
read:

And renumber the following sections accordingly.

Section 734.104, Florida Statutes is amended to

Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

wme+ ffe6!!'Q &Ml effeet � 3 � ffem

Representative Becker offered the following title amend
ment:

734.104 Fe:PeigB
� &.f teototoF

Presumptive evidence of title.-Any will and codicil admitted
to record pursuant to s. 734.103 shall be presumptive evidence
of the authority of any person authorized by will or codicil to
convey or otherwise dispose of the decedent's property in this
state, or any right, title or interest therein.
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Amendment 4-On page 1, line 21, insert: amending s. 732.108(2), Florida Statutes, providing that paternity may be es
tablished for persons born out of wedlock by written acknowl
edgment of the father;
Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
By the Committee on Judiciary and Representatives Craig,
Nuckolls, and McPhersonCS for HB 647-A bill to be entitled An act relating to health
studio services; providing legislative intent; providing defini
tions; providing for penalty-free cancellation of certain health
studio services contracts within certain time periods; providing
for refunds; making it unlawful to collect or accept more than
12 months' contract payments in advance; providing for estab
lishment and operation of trust accounts for deposit of con
tract payments; providing for the contents of contracts; pro
hibiting discrimination by health studios because of race, re
ligion, gender, marital status, or national origin; providing for
injunctive relief; providing for applicability; providing an ef
fective date.

wm &Re � ee4iei,J.. �

-was read the first time by title and HB 647 was laid on
the table. On motion by Mr. Nuckolls, the rules were waived
and CS for HB 647 was read the second time by title.

Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Representative Thompson offered the following amendment:

-f3t Whefl &emi4;tetl -to i'000Pd; -tlte

il6!!B � te peal f!POfl@Pliy &Ml &ftj' fi,gh,t., -ti4Je; ep ialiePest iB i-t:

Representative Richmond offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 2-On page 5, lines 29-31, and on page 6, lines
1-18, strike all of said lines and insert: any codicil to record;
amending s. 734.103, F.S., providing that in the case of a testate
non-resident decedent leaving property in this state, any person
may file a petition requesting the entry of an order admitting
the probated foreign will to record, providing certain require
ments of the petition, providing that notice to creditors may be
made and providing the effect of such notice; amending s. 734.104, F.S., providing that any will or codicil admitted pursuant
to s. 734.103, F.S., shall be presumptive evidence of authority
to convey or otherwise dispose of the decedent's property in this
state; amending s. 735.107(3) (d) and (e),

Amendment 1-On page 4, lines 25-27, strike all after "(7)"
and insert: The provisions of this section shall not apply to any
contracts for health studio services entered into before the
effective date of this act, or to the subsequent renewals of
said contracts.
Mr. Thompson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Thompson offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 2, line 28, strike "30 days" and
insert: 7 days, exclusive of holidays and weekends,
Mr. Thompson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
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Amendment 3-0n page 1, line 5, following the semicolon
insert: providing an appropriation;
Mr. Fortune moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Gallagher offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 2, line 11, strike the enacting clause
Mr. Gallagher moved the adoption of the amendment. On
motion by Mr. Hill, the amendment was laid on the table.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
. By the Committee on Standards & Conduct and Representa
tive Barrett-CS for BB 1228-A bill to be entitled An act relating to pub
lic officers and employees; creating s. 111.09, Florida Statutes, to
provide that public officials and employees shall not be dis
missed from office or employment for refusal to testify before
a grand jury 'based on a claim of self-incrimination or to refuse
to waive immunity from prosecution; abrogating conflicting
local provisions; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and BB 1228 was laid on
the table. On motion by Mr. Barrett,- the rules were waived and
CS for HB 1228 was read the second time by title.
Representative Papy offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 24, strike all of said line
Mr. Papy moved the adoption of the amendment, which failed
of adoption.The vote was:
.
Yeas-48
Allen
Blackburn
Burrall
Considine
Cox
Craig
Crenshaw
Danson
Dixon
Evans
Ewing
Fechtel

Foster
Frank
Fulford
Girardeau
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hieber
Hodes
-Hutto
James

Jennings
Kirkwood
Kiser
Langley
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis,T.
Maxwell
McCall
McKnight
Mica
Mixson
Moore,R.

Neal
Nuckolls
Pajcic
Papy
Patchett
Poole
Redman

Nays-63
The Chair
Adams
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
-Bell
Black
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Conway
Crawford

Culbreath
Davis
Dyer
Eckhart
Fontana
Fortune
Fox
Gersten
Gordon
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hector

Hod�es
Hollingsworth
Jones
Kershaw
Kutun
Lehman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
McDonald
McPherson·
Melvin
Moffitt
Moore,T.

Morgan
Nelson
Ogden
O'Malley
Patterson
Poindexter
Ready.
Richmond
Sadowski
Thompson
Ward
Warner
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Taylor

Votes after roll call:
-Yeas-Gallagher,Richard
Representative Langley offered the following amendment:

1;

_ Amendment 2-0n page line 31,-after·"prosecution" insert:
for any crime other than a crime relating to the official's per�ormance of his duties in office,
Mr. Langley moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
· · · .·. -- � ·
consideration thereo£.: · · · ·. · ·
·
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On motion by Mr. Haben, the bill was recommitted to the
Committee on Criminal Justice. The vote was:
Yeas-75
The Chair
Allen
Batchelor
Black
Boyd
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Dixon
Eckhart
Evans

Ewing
Fechtel
Fontana
Fortune
Foster
Frank
Fulford
Gallagher
Girardeau
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafs9n
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
Hazouri
Hector

Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Jones
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Maxwell
McCall
McDonald
McKnight
Mica

Mixson
Moffitt
Moore,R.
Neal
Nuckolls
Ogden
. Pajcic
Papy
Patchett
Poole
Ready
Redman
Richmond
Robinson
Sheldon
Rmith
Taylor
Woodruff

Nays-31
Adams
Conway
Barrett
Davis
Becker
Dyer
Bell
Fox
Gersten
Blackburn
Bloom
Gordon
Brown
Hieber
Considine
Hill
Votes after roll call:
YeaS-::..:..Richard

Hodges
Lewis,T.
Martin
McPherson
Moore,T.
Morgan.
Nelson
O'Malley

Poindexter
Sample
Thompson
Ward
Warner
Williams
Young

HB 970 was taken. up. On motion by Mr. RichmondCS for SB 136-A bill to be entitled An act relating to ac
crual of causes of action on certain deniand instruments; amend
ing s. 673.122(1) (b), Florida Statutes, to relate the accrual of
a cause of action on a demand note to the provisions of s.
95.031(1), Florida Statutes; amending s. 95.031(1), Florida
Statutes, to cause its provisions specifying the . last element
constituting a cause of action to apply only to demand nego
tiable and nonnegotiable notes; · providing an effective date.
· --e companion measure, was substituted therefor and read
the second time by title. Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred
·
to the Engrossing Clerk.
HB 2109 was taken up. On motion by Mr. RichmondSB 686--A bill to be entitled An act relating to estates of
· decedents; repealing s. '731.108, Florida Statutes, relating to
waiver by interested party; amending s. 731.110, Florida Stat
utes, providing that caveat· proceedin8's apply to any person;
amending s. 731.801(l)(c) and (2)(b), Florida Statutes, pro
viding for a verified statement instead of an affidavit; amend
ing s. · 731.802, Florida Statutes, providing clarification as to
who .may ·waive any right or notice, and consent to actions
or proceedings under the Florida Probate Code; amending s.
731.303(2) and (4), Florida Statutes, providing order binding
a sole holder or all coholders of a general power of appointment
binds others; providing when notice must be given; amending
s..732.106, Florida Statutes, providing that heirs, instead of
issue, conceived before but born after decedent's death may
inherit; amending s. 782.205, Florida Statutes, providing for
· elimination of reference to dower rights; amending s. 782.801(1),
Florida Statutes, providing for waiver and clarifying marriage
contract· to be a prenuptial or postnuptial agreement; amerid
ing s.- 782.402, Florida Statutes; providing that exempt property
rights have priority over all claims other than · a perfected
security interest in exempt property; amending s. 782.502(1),
Florida Statutes,· providing method for testator and witnesses to
execute a will; amending s. 782.503, Florida Statutes; providing
· that, in . the self-proof of "l'ijll oath, the undersigned declares
· that the testator signed in the presence of witnesses·; providing
for the notary seal; amending s. 732.505, Florida Statutes, pro
.: viding for revocation by a subsequent inconsistent codicil;
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amending s. 732.702(1)1 Florida Statutes, providing which rights
may be waivedj amendmg s. 732.801(2),(3),(5) and (6), Florida
Statl1tes, provtding what may be disclaimed; providing that
if ordered by the court, a guardian shall record a disclaimer;
providing that a disclaimer shall relate from when recorded
for purposes of disposition of disclaimed interests; providing
for time for recordmg disclaimer instead of filing; providing
waiver or bar to disclaim if . beneficiary has disposed of prOJ)
erty before recording disclaimer; amending s. 732.803(1),
Florida Statutes, providing when a cha:ritable devise can be
avoided if lineal descendants · or a spouse files a notice in
stead of specified persons; amending s. 733.103, Florida Stat
utes, providing the probate of a will in Florida shall be con
clusive of certain facts; amending s. 733.109(1), Florida Stat
utes, providing that any interested :person may petition for
revocation before final discharge · providing for proper statutory
references; amending s. 733.202 ( 3), Florida Statutes1 providing
for clarification as to what the petition shall contam; amend
ing s. 733.203(1), Florida Statutes, providing for proper stat
utory reference; amending s. 733.301(6), Florida Statutes,
providing when a person with a higher preference may have
letters revoked and granted to him; amending s. 733.303, Florida
Statutes, providing that if a ersonal ·representative in a will
is not qualified, letters shalf be granted as provided . in s.
733.301, Florida Statutes; amending s. 733.401 (3), Florida
Statutes, providing that mistaken noncompliance with certain
requirements is not jurisdictional; amending s. 733.402(1), Flor
ida Statutes, providing clarification by changing requirements
to requirement; amending s. 733.502, Florida Statutes, provid
ing for clarification that acceptance of resignation shall not ex
onerate the personal representative; amending s. 733.607, Flor
ida Statu�es, providing procedure for appointment of a successor
personal . representative when a personal representative has
resigned or has been removed; amending s. 733.602(1), Florida
Statutes, providing that the personal representative shall ad
minister the estate for the best interests of interested persons,
not merely beneficiaries; amending s. 733.607, Florida Statutes,
providing that the personal representative shall not take pos
session of the homestead; amending s. 733.608, Florida Stat
utes, providing that the personal representative shall control
all real and_personal property except the homestead; amending
s. 733.611, Florida Statutes, providing clarification as to what
a person dealing with a personal representative does not have
to inquire about; ameridmg s. 733.612, Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, providing for proper statutory reference; amend
·ing s. 733.619(1) and (3), Florida Statutes, providing for
. clarification as to when a personal representative is individually
liable; amending s. 733.701, Florida Statutes, providing for
proper statutory reference; amending s. 733.705(4), Florida
Statutes, providing that no interest shall be paid or allowed
on a claim until the expiration of 5 · calendar. months from
first publication of the notice of administration; amending s.
733.707, Florida Statutes, providing for order of payment of
expenses and obligations, not claims; amending s. 733.710,
Florida Statutes, providing for a 3-year limitation against
actions if no letters have been issued in Florida within 3 years
from death of decedent; providing exception to recorded liens
and lien of person in possession of personal property; providing
no effect on right to foreclose or enforce mortgage or lien;
amending s. 73'3.802(1), Florida Statutes, providing when a
beneficiary can compel payment of devises or distributive in
terest; amending s. 733.808(2), Florida Statutes, providing
death benefits shall be paid to the trust upon admission of
• will to probate; amending s. 733.809, Florida Statutes, providing
for clarification that right of retainer refers to beneficiary
not distributee; providing for permissible offset of noncon
tingent indebtedness; amending s. 733.810(2), Florida Statutes,
providing clarification as to when a personal representative
shall satisfy the devise in kind; adding subsection (3) to said
section, providing that with consent, the personal representative
· may distribute assets non-pro rata among beneficiaries; amend
ing s. 733.817(1), Florida Statutes, providing that tax shall be
charged to corpus and not apportioned between temporary
and remainder interests when a residuary interest is interest
in income or an estate for years or for life or other temporary
interest; amending s. 733.901(1), Florida Statutes, providing
clarification that the �etition is a petition for discharge;
amending s. 734.102(2)(b) and (3), Florida Statutes, provid
ing that copies of letters and the petition for letters must be
filed; providin� that if the will and codicils comply with s.
732.602(1) or (2), Florida Statutes, the court shall admit the
will and any codicils to record; amending s. 734.103(1) and (2),
· Florida Statutes, providing that in testate estate of nonresi
dent decedent, domicillary personal representative must file tran
script showing order admitting will to probate; providing for
clarification of statutory reference, amending s. 734.104, Florida
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Statutes, providing for muniment of title involving foreign will
of nonresident devising real property in Florida; providing that
copy of petition for probate and order admitting it to probate
may be admitted to record, not probate, in this state; providing
that wills and codicils heretofore recorded in the circuit court
whether admitted by order or not, shall be valid and effectual
to pass title to real property; providing the record or a certified
transcript shall be presumptive evidence of authority of any
person authorized by a will to convey or dispose of any real
property; amending s. 736.107(3)(d) and (e), Florida Statutes,
providing clarification as to that property which is still liable
after order of family administration; creating s. 735.2055,
Florida Statutes, providing that a petition for summary ad
ministration may be filed any time the estate qualifies; amend
ing s. 735.206(3)(d) and (e), Florida· Statutes, providing clari
fication as to that property which is still liable after order of
summary administration; amending s. 735.209(2), Florida Stat
utes, providing clarification that ·notice of the petition for
summary administration gives notice of the hearing; amending
s. 735.301(1), Florida Statutes, providing clarification as to
what property may be disposed of under disposition without
administration; amending s. 735.302(1)(a), Florida Statutes,
providing for refund of taxes in certain cases on a verified
application; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted therefor and read
the second time by title.
Representative Richmond offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On pages 38-40, strike all of sections 43 and
44 of the bill and insert: Section 48. Section 734.103, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read:
734.103 ,\HeiUa;ry ad!Hi!!liB�H�ie!!IJ el&ime

nonresident decedents; claims.-

Estates of

testate

(1) When a testate nonresident decedent leaves property
in this state, the domiciliary personal representative of his
estate, or any other person, may file a petition in the court
of a county where the property is located requesting the entry

of an order admitting the probated foreign will and any
probated codicils thereto to record. The petition shall recite
that the probated foreign will and any probated codicils comply
with subsections 79£.50£(1) and (£), F.S., and shall be ac
companied by authenticated copies of the will and any ·codicils,
the petition for probate, the order admitting them to probate,
the letters or their equivalent, and the par:tJ of the domiciliary
record that will show the names of the devisees under the will
and codicils. On presentation of the foregoing, the court may
admit the will and codicils to record. If any of the documents
required under this subsection are not a part of the domiciliary
record, then on proper proof thereof, the court may waive the
requirement for suck documents or may require an affidavit of
the petitioner reciting the information not disclosed "l)y the
domiciliary record. tletefln¼!!le tfte efaeetie!!I ef etaime ifi �

� tl:!e e!ff}� e-:tl the � �&El IH'6¥�ded i.n er
� ey Hffi\g HT W eBQff ff t5e � Wftel'e � JIP8JIBNY
HI � &ft aa�eHtieateEl �H!!IBe;rip� ff ee f!!IYeft ff �
ElemieiliaPy 13;reeeeaa!!lge ee will 6ft&W+
fa+ lit e, � eeWe, � 13;reeateEI wHI ft!!IQ &a ill'8l,aiea e&ElAeile ff w deeeaeMJ w eMeP aemitUag teem ff
l'6effGJ w � Bi' '6Aeil' eqyi�•ale11:t, &fie the jl&l'l; ff w
l'ee6i'e '6ft&i wi,Y 6ft9W tee fMH!!le6 ff �6 QBT/iBeeB ft!!IQ fteH'6 ff�
&ee8tieft.t Bi' Q!!I �it ff 4ifte Elemieilia;ry Jlei'!!BA&l ;re13PeBe!!I
� � l;hat w - el'6 !!lei 6ftEIWfl, Bl'� diseleeea
by the de-m4ei-l-i� l'eeeM anEl Bf!ee¼iyifig �e !!le&mee, � '[H'eBeft
t&tie!!I ff w fepegei11:g1 w eBQff !H'HHi &amit tke wi-1-l &ftEI �
eed¼ei� ff� if�� wits saeseetie11:s '73lU0Q(l)
6¼'�
� fD &ft iHtestate eete:� tke &YtfteHtieated eepy ff let
iei's e;: &EH!!lfflieff&M&R- Bi' thei½' 8Et� �'4th t!.-8 i!&i't ff
the ¼'Beei'd ehewi.ft.g the - � � ft&i-Pe ff the Eleeedei:it 8i' aft
&ffiea'lit ff W eemieHiti'Y !3B!PB8HM PBflPeBeR�&Q¥B BYJ1I3lyit1g
W !!l&meB &B !3!P87lieee Hi !38!'8g!Pfll3ft (-a+, .QB Jli'888HtB�ieR a;!! �
;fff.egeH!-g; tfte � � &Paei' wm ;reee;raoe.
(-2) After the entry of an order admitting the will and
any codicils to record, the petitioner eem13lyi11:g �

w�

ge¼ftg POfj;Gi!PeHl€lflte, tfte eemie½l,i� !38!PB8RBI !PBJl!PeBeHtatiye may
cause a notice to be published according to the requirements of
s. 791.111 � notifying all persons having claims or demands
against the estate to file them.
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(a) If notice is published, then no claim or demand against
the decedent's estate, as described in subsection 7SS.70£(1), shall
be binding on the estate, on the personal representative, or
on any beneficiary unless presented within three calendar
months from the time of the first publication of the notice
and in the manner and form prescribed in s. 7SS.70S.
(b) If any claim is filed against the estate within the
time allowed, the court shall send to the domiciliary per
sonal representative a copy of the claim and a notice setting
a date for a hearing to appoint an ancillary personal represen
tative. At the hearing the court shall appoint an ancillary
personal representative according to the preferences as pro
vided in s. 7SS.S01.
(c) If an ancillary personal representative is appointed
pursuant to paragraph (b), the procedure for filing, ob
;ecting to, and suing on claims shall be the same as for other
estates, except the ancillary personal representative appointed
shall not have less than thirty days from the date of his
appointment within which_ to ob;ect to any claim filed.
-f3t 4!M pPeeed�u•e ff!' :Hi¼flg � &Mi 0ajeeti!1g -te
� -.a� - � flft&D ae tke f!&ffie &a ff!' &thff �
f41' :Y ;ee � &Pe � &gQHMlt the � � tke
ti-me .&Hewed; the eEHH't eh-all eftta, &ft &¥aeP � �
ft&tiee '69 ePeaitePe ft&8 Beeft Q� �ea &fta � �
Hled &Mi � ft& �me mwe &eeft � &gQ-Hli!t tee estete 8i'
tftat alt el&ime ft&% l:;Beft aetietfieel.
Section 44. Section 784.104, Florida Statutes is amended to
read:
784.104 � WHfflt � aiTEI eUeet tite!'. 3 � �
�84�
Presumptive evidence of title.-Any will and codicil admitted
to record pursuant to s. rs4.1os shall be presumptive evidence
of the authority of any person authorized by will or codicil to
convey or otherwise dispose of the decedent's property in this
state, or any right, title or interest therein.
#1- Aft llQtfiOBtieeted eep;- ff & "n'iD-, iBel\!aiBg � eeeieiti!
'69 fl;; M & fl0BPeaieleBt that aev4aee i'OeJ JIP8Jl0Pty ¼B �ie
et&ter 8i' &fly � � 8i' ¼Bte!'eet; Ht fl;; QftQ � -
ff!'me -te B\!aaeetieBa 782,1Hl2(1) M � w.1ieB eelmitted -te
� ¼B the f!i'8J!eP eEHH't ff � etheP etete; teuitePy, ei"
� &Mi � l:;y &ft &Q-taef!tieateel eef'Y ff the i_36ti
tieft :f&¥ [pPeeato] &ft& ei'EieP edHlitthig it -te !'ee8P6:; HI&,' l3e
&a'fflitted -te � Ht &BY � � � etate WftePe tfte Pe&l
iH'8il� ¼II 1-eeated; &t � ttme a� 3 ye&i'8 H&m the eeath 84
the teet&te!' M &t . � t;:rae a:f.1;eP the $1U¼fll_i-&ey peff�
PepPeeef!t&ti•;e ft&8 l:;eeB eliaeh&Pge&; W-fteB tftePe ft&8 l3eeft fie
'!H'8S&te M the wi-ll Ht �ie et&te. :Y B& � ¼II POEfQiPea 68
& JIPOPOEf\!isite t& tke � ff & wilJ Ht the j\!PieelietieB
Wfte!'e the wilJ
the �dOB-t :wea pPeaateel, - � l:;y e:f.
� 8i' ·eePtifieete ff the ¼e,age ff the e8QPt tft&t ft& �
¼II � aa � � et the wilJ &ftli. ei'6e!' ee
mi:ttiiig it -te ·i'eeei"tl 'ffl&Y so ali.mitteel -te � � the
pe� ff!'�
� � e&iHe8 ff tee "n'iD-, � QftQ ei'QeP &amittiflg
-te � �- l:;o nli.mitteel t& !PE!e8P& 9ft the � 84 &BY
�
� Wfte!i ·e.amitted te Pee8i'd, the wilJ &Mi &fl'Y ee4i-eH- flft&D
� � '69 i'E!M JIPBJlePty &M ftftY i'i-gftt; title; 8i' HttePeet; Ht it,
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Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Richmond offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment _2-On page 6, lines 29-81, and on page 6, lines
1-18, strike all of said lines and insert: any codicil to record;
amending s. 784.108, F.S., providing that in the case of a testate
non-resident decedent leaving property in this state, any person
may file a petition requesting the entry of an order admitting
the probated foreign will to record, providing certain require
ments of the petition, providing that notice to creditors may be
made and providing the effect of such notice; amending s. 784.104, F.S., providing that any will or codicil admitted pursuant
to s. 784.108, F.S., shall be presumptive evidence of authority
to convey or otherwise dispose of the decedent's property in this
state; amending s. 786.107(8)(d) and (e),
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Mr. Richmond moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Becker offered the following amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 10, line 21, insert: Section 7.
Subsection (2) of section 782.108, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:
782.108 Adopted persons and persons born out of wedlock.
(2) For the purpose of intestate succession in cases not
covered by subsection (1), a person born out of wedlock is a
lineal descendant of his mother and is one of the natural kindred
of all members of the mother's family. The person is also a
lineal descendant of his father and is one of the natural
kindred of all members of the father's family, if:
(a) The natural parents participated in a marriage cere
mony before or after the birth of the person born out of wed
lock, even though the attempted marriage is void; 8i'
(b) The paternity [of the father] is established by an ad
judication before or after the death of the father,; or
(c) The paternity of the father is acknowledged in writing
by the father.
And renumber the following sections accordingly.
Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Becker offered the following title amend
me_nt:
Amendment 4-0n page 1, line 21, insert: amending s. 782.108·(2), Florida Statutes, providing that paternity may be es
tablished for persons born out of wedlock by written acknowl
edgment of the father;
Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
By the Committee on Judiciary ·and Representatives Craig,
Nuckolls, and McPhersonCS for HB 647-'-A bill to be entitled An act relating to health
studio services; providing legislative intent; providing defini�
tions; providing for penalty-free cancellation of certain health
studio services contracts within certain time periods; providing
for refunds; making it unlawful to collect or accept more than
12 months' contract payments in advance; providing for estab
lishment and operation of trust accounts for deposit of con
tract payments; providing for the contents of contracts; pro
hibiting. discrimina_tion by health studios because of race, re
ligion, gender, marital status, or national origin; providing for
injunctive relief; providing for applicability; providing an ef
fective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 647 was laid on
the table. On motion by Mr. Nuckolls, the rules were waived
and CS for HB 647 was read the second time by title.
Representative Thompson offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 4, lines 26-27, strike all after "(7)"
and insert: The provisions of this section shall not apply to any
contracts for health studio services entered into before the
effective date of this act, or to the subsequent renewals of
said contracts.Mr. Thompson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
R_epresentative Thompson offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 2, line · 28, strike "80 days" and
insert: 7 days, exclusive of holidays and weekends,
_ Mr. Thomp$on moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
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STAFF SUMMARY
H�:-:-��sed Committee.Bill

SUBJECT: Paterni'ty-.o.�e:i:s'otfs -Be>:,r.n out -of:. ·wedlock
1.

1

If!!,_ "1-o s 2_

SPONSOR:

WHAT PROBLEM EXISTS WHICH NECESSITATES THIS BILL?

The father of a person born out of wedlock may wish to acknowledge
paternity for the purpose of intestate succession, but not be willing
to undergo a court adjudication which the law requires.

2.

HOW WOULD THIS BILL RECTIFY THE PROBLEM?

This bill permits the father to acknowledge paternity of a person born ··
out of wedlock for the purpose of intestate succession by a notarized
writing in the presence of an attesting witness.

3.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
None.

4.

IS THIS BILL TECHNICALLY CORRECT IN FOR.� AND SUBSTANCE?
Yes.
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JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
HB: Proposed Committee Bill

STAFF SUMMARY

SUBJECT: Relating to revision of Probate Code

SPONSOR:

/f/3 2 /Oq
I

DATE: March 7, 1977

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: The Florida Probate Code was substantially
revised in 1975. Certain problems with the language and various
provisions have been experienced since the law's enactment.
II. FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM:
A. Statutes affected: Chapters 731-735, F.S.
B. Legislative intent: To revise certain technical problems with the
Florida Probate Code.
c. Other: This bill is substantially the same as HB 4151 which passed this
committee last year but died on the House calendar.
III. DISCUSSION: One technical amendment is required: page 27, line 9, after
the word "estate," insert ",/except fees under s. 733.617".
IV. PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF BILL: This bill makes many clarifications,
technical amendments, and minor changes. The following changes are
somewhat more substantive in nature:
(1) Any person may file a caveat (p. 7);
(2) Deletes the provision that the court may not probate a will without notice
to the caveator (pp. 7-8);
(3) Deletes the provision that orders binding representatives also bind the
persons represented (p. 10);
(4) Rights to exempt property have priority over all claims against the estate
except for a perfected security interest in exempt property (p. 11);
(5) A beneficiary may disclaim exempt property and family allowance (p. 15);
(6) In collateral proceedings, the probate of a will is conclusive that it was
executed free of fraud, duress, mistake, and undue influence (p. 19);
(7) Any interested person may petition for revocation of probate (p. 19);
(8) Provides for appointment procedure if the personal representative
resigns (pp. 21-2);
(9) The personal representative must use his authority for the best interests
of all interested persons (pp. 22-3);
(10) Excludes homestead property from the assets and possession of the
personal representative (p. 23);
(11) Changes waiting period on payment of interest from 4 to 5 months (p. 30);
(12) Provides for permissable rather than mandatory offset of beneficiary's
indebtedness to the estate (p. 33);
(13) Permits non pro-rata distribution of assets if all affected beneficiaries
consent (p. 34);
(14) Permits the filing of a petition for summary administration at any stage
of administration (p. 41).
V.

FISCAL IMPACT:

VI. ECONOMIC IMPACT:

None noted.
None noted.
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The Florida Probate Code was substantially revised in 1975. Certain
problems with the language and various provisions have been experienced
since the law's enactment.
2.

HOW WOULD THIS BILL RECTIFY THE PROBLEM?

3.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

This bill makes many clarifications, technical amendments, and minor
changes. The following changes are more substantive in nature:
(1) Any person may file a caveat (p. 6);
(2) Deletes the provision that the court·· may not probate a will without notice
to the cavecitor (pp. 6-7);
(3) Deletes the piovision that orders binding representatives also bind the·
persons represented (p. 9);
(4) All relatives conceived before the death of a person but born thereafter
inherit intestate as if born during decedent's lifetime (p.9);
(5) Rights to exempt property have priority over all claims against the estate
_ --�xcept for a.perfected security interest in exempt property (pp. 10-11);
(-6-)- A :.-ben,�f,iqiari-'�I!l�Y- di�c:laim __ exe._�p"t: prop_�:r::ty and family allowance (p. 14);
(7) rn·collateral proceedings the probate of a•will· is conclusive that it was
executed free of fraud, duress, mistake, and undue influence (pp. 18-19);
(8) Any interested person may petition for revocation of probate (p. 19);
(9) Provides for appointment procedure if the personal representative resigns
(pp. 21-22);
(10) The personal representative must use his authority for the best interests
of all interested persons (p. 22);
(11) Excludes homestead property from the assets and possession of the personal
representative (pp. 22-23);
(12) Changes waiting period on payment of interest from 4 to 5 months (p. 30);
(13) Provides for permissible offset of beneficiary's indebtedness to the
estate ·(p:-- 33); -·
(14) Pe-rmits--ho�n pro-r-ata· d"istribution of assets if all affected beneficiaries
consent (p. 34);
(15) Permits the filing of a petition for summary administration at any stage
of administration (p. 41).

....... -These change
- s ..were r·ecoriunended by· the Real Property Section of The. Floridc
Bar.

4.

IS THIS BILL TECHNICALLY CORRECT IN FORM AND SUBSTANCE?
Yes.
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Statutes, providing clarification; amending s,
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731.301 (1) (c) and (2) (b), Florida Statutes,
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providing for a verified statement instead of
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an affidavit; amending s. 731,302, !lorida
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Florida Statutes, providing that relatives

22

conceived before but born after decedent's

23

death may inherit; alilending s. 732.205, ,lorida

24

Statutes, providing for elimination of

25

reference to dower rights; amending s.

26

732. 301 (1), Florida Statutes, providing for

27

waiver and clarifying �arriage contract to be a

28

prenuptial or postnuptial agreeraent; amending

29

s, 732.402, Florida Statutes, providing that

30

exempt property rights have priority over all

31
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Section 35.

amended to read:
733,710

Section 733.710, Florida Statutes, is

Limitations against unadministered estates.-

3U.19/3

9,

35.0/1

Ihif!_l!AILAll!I �fter-3-years·frem the death of a person his 35.0/3

51 estate shall not be liable in any cause of action if no

letters have been l§§Y! S takeft-ettt in Florida within the 3=

year_£eriodL years-er-i£-¼ette�s-ha•e-been-taken-ettt·bttt

neither•pttb¼ieatien-ef•netiee-te-ereaiters•has-been-meae-ner

9 the-e¼aim-ef-any•erediter-£i¼edT--�he-¼ien-ef-any•de¼1

35.0/4

35.0/6
35,0/7
35.0/8

10 reeerded-mertgage-er-seettrity-interest-end-the-¼ien-ef-efty

35.0/9

12 and-the-right-te-en£eree-them-against-the-enettmberea-prepert1

35.0/10

11 persen-�n-pessessien-ef-an1-persenai-prepert1-e£-the-deeedent

13 sha¼¼-net-be-impairea-b1•this-seetienT

IhUJ!£ll2nJh!lLn2i 35.0/11

14 Aif��!_i�l!!JL.Qt_AllIJYl.L.F.ts:2rded_m2rtg�L£rJt£JU'.ilI

15 il!.!!I!§!_2r_thg_!i1n _£f_,ruiyJ?gr§2n_illJ2§§!§§l2Il-2L£tr§2IlAl

16 £r.2.11ertv or_the !ight to foreclose_ a�_ enforce_the_mortg�or

17 Ht!lL

18

Section 36.

20

733.802

35,0/12
35,0/13

Subsection (1) of section 733,802, Florida l35,0/1U

WI Statutes, is amended to read:

Proceedings for compulsory payment of devises

�, or distributive interest.--

36.0/1
36.2

(1)

Before final distribution, no personal

36.2

24

(a)

To pay a devise in money before the final

36.5

26

(b)

To deliver specific personal property devised,

22

n/ representative shall be compelled:

25/ settlement of his accounts.

27 that may have come into his hands, unless the personal
1
� property is exempt personal property.
29

(c)

To pay all or any part of a distributive share in

�I the personal estate of a decedent.

31

32
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BILL SUMMARY:
This bill makes many clarifications, technical amendments
and minor changes. The following changes are more substantive
in nature:
(a)

any person may file a caveat (page 6);

(b)

deletes the provision that the court may not probate a
will without notice to the caveator (page 7);

(c)

deletes the provision that orders binding representatives
also bind the persons represented (page 9);

(d)

all relatives conceived before the death of a person but
born thereafter inherit intestate as if born during
decedent's lifetime (page 9);

(e)

rights to exempt property have priority over all claims
against the estate except for a perfected security interest
in exempt property (page 10);

(f)

a beneficiary may disclaim exempt property and family
allowance (page 13);

(g)

in collateral proceedings the probate of a will is con
clusive that it was executed free of fraud, duress,
mistake, and undue influence (page 15);

(h)

any interested person may petition for-revocation of
probate (page 15);

(i)

provides for appointment procedure if the personal repre
sentative resigns (page 18);

(j) -the personal representative must use his authority for the
best interests of _all interested persons (page 19);
(k)

excludes homestead property from the assets and possession
of the personal representative (page 19);

(1)

changes waiting period on payment of interest from 4 to
5 months (page 26);

(m)

provides for permissible offset of beneficiary's indebtedness to the estate (page 29);

(n}

permits non pro-rata distribution of assets if all affected
beneficiaries consent (page 30); and

(o)

permits the filing of a petition for summary administra
tion at any stage of administration (page 35).
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BILT, NO.

& INTRODUCER:

SB 1417
Senator Gallen

II.

RELATING '1'0:

Florida Probate Code

ANALYSIS:
The Florida Probate Code was substantially revised in
1975. Certain problems with the language and varioµs p�ovisions
have been experienced since the law's enactment. This bill is
an attempt to alleviate such problems.

III.

TECHNICAL ERRORS:
None noted.

IV.

STAFF COMMENTS:
The changes in the bill were recommended by·the Real
Property Section of the Florida Bar.

V.

REFERENCES:
Judiciary-Civil

Action
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3

A bill to be entitled

@@[pt!

4

An act relating to the Florida Probate Code;

5

amending s. 731.108, Florida Statutes;

6

providing that any interested person may waive

7

any right given him under the code and may

8

dispense with the filing of any document

9

reguired to be filed; amending s. 731.110,

10

Florida Statutes; providing for the filing of a

11

caveat with the court; amending s. 731.201(2)

12

Florida Statutes; defining "beneficiary";

13

amending s. 731.301 (1) (c), (2) (b), Florida

14

Statutes; providing for proof of service by

15

verified statement; amending s. 731.303 (2),

16

(4), Florida Statutes; providing that orders

17

binding holders of a general power of

18

appointment binds other persons to the extent

19

that their interests are subject to the power;

20

prescribing when notice must be given; amending

21

s. 732.106, Florida Statutes; providing that

22

relatives conceived before but born after

23

decedent's death may inherit intestate

24

property; amending s. 732.205, Florida

25

Statutes; deleting reference to dower rights as

26

regards Florida property of a decedent not

27

domiciled in Florida; amending s. 732.301 (1),

28

Florida Statutes; providing for waiver by

29

spouse of share of decedent's estate; amending

30

s. 732.402, Florida Statutes; providing that

31

rights to exer.ipt property have priority over

I� 11
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(c)

Class 3.--Debts and taxes with preference under

(d)

Class 4.--Reasonable and necessary medical and

21 federal law.
3·

41 hospital expenses of ·the last 60 days of the last illness of

51 the decedent , including compensation of persons attending him.

6

(e)

7

(f)

Class 5.--Family allowance.

Class 6.--Debts acquired after death by the

81 continuation of the decedent• s business, in accordance with

9I subsection 733.612(22). but only to the extent of the �ssets

101.of that business •

. 11

(g)

Class 7.--All other claims, including those

121 founded on judgment or dec rees rendered against the decedent

13 I during his lifetime, and any excess over the sums allowed in

14I paragraphs (b) and (d).
15

(2)

After paying any prec�ding class, if the estate is

16 insufficient to pay all of the next succeeding class, the
1
17 creditors of the latter class shall be paid ratab1y in
181 proportion to their respective claims.

19

Section 34.

21

733.710

201 amended to read:

Section 733.710, Florida Statutes, is

Limitations against unadministered estates.--

221 After 3 years from the death of a person his estate shall not

nl be liable in any cause of action if no letters have been

24I i22��Q tft�en-out in Florida within the 3-yg££_ngriQg �-year5

25I or-±£-retterz-hft�e-been-taken-ottt-bttt-neither-�ttb¼i�ation-0£

�I notiee-to-ered±tor�-ha5-been-made-nor-the-eia±m-0£-any
271 ered±tor-£iied.

Ih!e_2ection shall not affect th�_1i�n-2i-1lllY

28 duly_recorded_mortgage_or_security_interest or the lien of· any
1
29 ,I!er2on_i n_nossess ion_o f_,2gt:son al_J.!r.22er1.,y_or t he_r:i.!I.ht to
30 I foi;eclose_and_en force the_mort.9.age_or_l ien 'l'he-lien-0£-an1

31 I dtti1-rec:ord ed-111ort9n11e-or-�ee11ri-ty-i nter\'!:st-o.nd-the-:1:ien-o£
27
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24-169"1-6

an7-per3on-in-po3ee33�on-0£-nny-pereona¼-property-0£-the
21 �eeedent-and-tne-r�ght-to-enfo�ee-them-ngaine t-the-enettmbered
31

4

pr oper t7-3hnii-not-be-imp nired-by-thie - eection.
Section 35.

Subsection (1) of section 733.802, Plorida

51 Statutes, is amended to read:
6

733.802

Proceedings for compulsory payment of devises

71 or distributive interest.-8

91

10
11 I
12
131

(1)

Before final distribution, no personal

representative shall be compelled:
(a)

To pay a devise in money before the final·

settlement of his accounts.
(b)

To deliver specific personal property devised,

that may have come into his hands, unless the personal

14 I property is exempt personal property.
15

(c)

To pay all or any part of a distributive.share in

16 I the personal estate of a decedent.
17

(d)

To surrender land to any beneficiary,

18
191

unless the beneficiary files a petition setting fqrtb the

ml facts that entitle him to relief and stating that the property
�I will not be required for the payment of debts, family
221 allowance, estate and inheritance ta_xes, claims, �.!g�i.Y� 231

§h�rg_of the surviyin9-1i.E.Q���L charges, and expenses of

241 administration, or for providing funds for contribution or
251 enforcing equalization in case of advancements.
26

Section 36.

Subsection (2) of section 733.808, Florida

VI Statutes, is amended to read:
28

733.808

29

(2)

Death benefits; disposition of proceeds.-

Death benefits of any kind, including, but not

�I limited to, proceeds of:
31

(a)

An individual life insurance policy;
28
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